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ABSTRACT 

This is a study of the application öf production functions to sea-based tactical 
air resources: aircraft, spare parts, support equipment, and support personnel. 
The goal is to develop objective criteria for allocating money among these competing 
demands using sorties or aircraft ready hours as the output. 
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PREFACE 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

OBJECTIVES AND PURPOSE 

The relationships between aircraft inputs (airplanes, spare parts, men, etc.) and 
the outputs of sorties or aircraft ready hours can be approximated reasonably well by a 
production function type model.   It is the initial intent of this research effort to construct 
and evaluate such an aircraft carrier production function.    This model will then permit 
defense managers to have better understanding of the actual input-output process of 
operating sea-based tactical aircraft.   The model will indicate: 

(a) Within the normal range of sortie and maintenance policies, the best 
policies, the best proportion (allocation) of aircraft, men, support equipment and 
spares to obtain maximum sortie or ready hour capabilities, subject to various levels 
of the budget. 

(b) Within various constraints, the optimum squadron composition at various 
levels of cost to achieve maximum outputs for an airwing. 

(c) When occurring, possible unused resources or the need of additional 
resources. 

(d) Whether the allocation of men, support equipment, and spares is sensitive 
to moderate changes in labor rates, rates of discount interest, or variations in the 
expected operational life of the aircraft weapon system. 

(e) The relative "costs" between various combinations of sortie and mainten- 
ance policies. 

SCOPE 

This research concentrates on the "industrial" type production function situation 
where there is a transformation of materials into products (sorties, availability) by a 
series of energy applications, all at a cost.   Given that some level of aircraft carrier- 
based sea power is desirable, the study examines the various possible allocation alter- 
natives of inputs to obtain a maximum level of output for various budgets or resource 
constraints (Example:   the space limitation aboard ship). 

Only recent (1968-1971) military aircraft maintenance data are appropriate for this 
study.   The level of technology has an impact on production functions; because of rapid 
changes in military technology, historical data are probably not suitable for predicting 
or building current models.   Unfortunately, the military data reporting procedures for 
aircraft maintenance actions (3M - Maintenance, Material,  Management reports) have 
changed several times in the last few years.   After each change there is a period of time 
in which some field activities report under the new system and some - erroneously - 
under the old format; the net effect is that the aggregate data is unusable for this type of 
research.    Thus, the refined time period of maintenance observations used for this study 
is limited to July through December 1968, all of 1969, and May through October 1970; 
24 months of observed data in all. 
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LIMITATIONS 

(a) In general, the inputs and outputs must be viewed on an aggregate basis. 
Due to restrictions in the 3M reporting format, it is not possible to have meaningful 
breakdowns of cost categories by specific aircraft carrier, specific model of aircraft, 
categories of labor (direct/indirect), or type of maintenance policy. 

(b) Measurement and allocation efforts are concentrated on expensive aircraft 
components and support equipment, such as engines, landing gear, and electronic test 
units.   Low-cost items that present no storage or support problems are handled only as 
a general category of logistic material.   This will increase the possibility of bias, but 
sensitivity checks should indicate whether this is a significant limitation. 

(c) A limited attempt is made to quantify the exact cost of specific maintenance 
and sortie policies.   Efforts are made to indicate the relative rank or effectiveness 
between various policies.   A relative evaluation of the outputs may be more appropriate 
than an attempt to measure the outputs on an absolute basis. 

(d) The inputs (support equipment, spares, manpower) have a direct investment 
or wage cost, plus the cost of the unique sea-based space set aside for these inputs.   At 
present the absolute costs of these types of space are not available.   However, the rela- 
tive cost data of shifting one square foot of space from storage, to support, to living 
spaces, etc., (subject to the upper limits of the aircraft carrier hull) is available and 
will be used.   This reduces the cost bias against alternatives and presents no significant 
problem when comparing alternatives aboard existing ships.   This would be a limitation 
if the alternatives included new ships and land-based tactical air. 

(e) Where sufficient data is not available, judgment by experts is used to 
augment the limited information.   Any assumptions made by the experts are clearly 
stated. 

(f) The study excludes classified or proprietary information.   This limitation 
has little affect on the use of data in its aggregate form and has no affect on the method- 
ology. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

This analysis assumes that some portion of our tactical air power should be sea- 
based.   Given this, the maximizing of aircraft outputs, subject to the budget and short- 
term space constraints aboard a ship, is a logical management objective.   To achieve 
this objective, trade-off analysis between types of inputs is required which in return 
necessitates an implicit tactical aircraft revenue function.   In the public/defense sector, 
acceptable revenue functions are difficult to establish and measure.   However, it is 
assumed that for ongoing aircraft programs the national utility or revenue return for a 
specific aircraft is at least equal to or as great as the total investment cost of the aircraft. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem is to develop a methodology which will serve as a management aid to 
decision makers so that they can arrive at a near optimal allocation of tactical aircraft 
carrier inputs (airplanes, spare parts, etc.) to achieve specified outputs. 
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MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS (MOE) 

There is no agreement on any specific MOE's for tactical aircraft.   They range from 
measurable items, such as effective sorties, ready hours, and loiter time, to such non- 
quantitative considerations as raising the national level of technology and providing an 
industrial base for mobilization.   For each specific type of aircraft, the dynamic MOE 
of sorties and the static MOE of ready hours will be used.   Before different aircraft can 
be compared, however, the MOE units will be normalized for payload (bombs), firepower 
(air-to-air weapons), and the expected probability of mission success. 

RESOURCE ALLOCATION OPTIMIZATION MODEL 

The objective function of the model, to be established, is to maximize the level of 
output for a fixed level of budget, subject to the physical and policy limitations of the 
situation.   In mathematical notation, for one output, the basic objective function is to 
maximize a Cob-Douglas type equation of: 

a I...» 2,17or 3,„a 4 
U = öc-Wl   W2   W3^4      £' 

subject to the various constraints, 

where 

U = output 

a = a scaling efficiency or technology change factor 

W.= inputs 

a. = elasticity with respect to the W. input 

e = the degree of random distributions. 
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SECTION II 

INPUTS AND THEIR RANGE OF COST ASSOCIATED WITH PROVIDING 
THE AIRCRAFT OUTPUTS 

This section reviews the airline and military aircraft literature in order to establish 
a realistic method of estimating inputs and outputs and their cost for this type of industrial 
situation.   Specified inputs and outputs are used later in a production function type analysis. 
The concepts involved will be general in scope and for simplicity will employ only basic 
estimating formulas with an indication of the range of items under consideration. 

In general, the primary consumable inputs (fuel, oil, tires, etc.) and their cost are 
directly proportional to the level of standard operations.   Although this input is large, the 
method of estimating it is trivial compared to the complex problems involved in estimating 
prorated investment effects.    In addition, consumable costs do not play a key role in 
determining potential flight outputs.   Particular attention will be given to high-speed 
modern aircraft total investment effect, logistic support and the implications of various 
maintenance and operating policies. 

AVIATION OUTPUTS AND INPUTS IN GENERAL 

No one single measure of output is satisfactory for the commercial airlines. 
Ferguson reports that available ton miles are the best unit of output. ■*-   Ton miles sold 
are not a suitable output, since the short-term costs of an airline vary primarily with 
capacity rather than with units sold. 2  Considering that the airlines are mainly in business 
to haul passengers, not cargo, Stratford^ feels passenger seat miles are a better mea- 
sure of output, subject to a comfort (size/type of seat, noise level, seats per toilet, etc.), 
range, and speed index.   Both Stratford and Schriever note that with today's exceptionally 
high rates of potential productivity associated with fast jet aircraft, the unit of time takes 
on greater significance. 4 Although the direct cost per seat mile may be comparable with 
earlier aircraft, the operating cost and potential profit per hour is considerably higher. 
Thus, today we have increasing incentives to reduce ground maintenance and service time. 
In the case of the new 20 million dollar 747 aircraft, we are seeing a changing era 
involving support equipment and maintenance policy. 5   To be profitable, the firm must 
have a high utilization rate. 

Miller finds that the "Big Four" (American, Eastern, Trans-World, and United) 
appear to obtain economies of scale from the concentrated use of flying equipment and 
maintenance support facilities. 6  Cherington shows that the "Big Four" are inherently 
more economical in terms of operating cost per unit of output. '   However, a large 
airline, compared to a middle size (Delta, Braniff, Western), may suffer some disecon- 
omies of scale (increased cost of management overhead). 

If the output of commercial aircraft is difficult to define, military aircraft output is 
more so.    Ferguson in 1963 reported that due to lack of recorded data, an economist 
could not properly evaluate the output of military aviation. 8  Several years later (1971), 
Enthoven and Smith reported that the military can quantify the aviation output parameters 
through the units of potential sorties (adjusted for lethality of ordnance), loiter time, 
and air crew proficiency. '  Donaldson and Blake consider the military output of fighters 
to be effective missions (measured in sorties) and ground alert time. 10 Hitch and McKean 
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report that military aircraft generate two primary outputs -- flying hours or sorties, 
and aircraft in commission -- in a production function situation "analogous to others 
encountered by economists in industry. "H  Sutton reports that, based upon recent 3M 
maintenance data, a Cobb-Douglas or CES (Constant Elasticity of Substitution) type of 
production function relationship exists between world-wide reports (ship and shore) of: 
U. S. Naval aircraft inputs and the output of readiness (measured in aircraft ready 
hours). 12 

Gilster and Woodman, when investigating the relationship between the Air Force's use 
of labor and capital to generate output (flying hours), determined that an exponential 
(Cobb-Douglas) relationship appeared to exist between the inputs and the outputs. 13 

The inputs which produce the airline/military aircraft outputs can be classified by a 
number of categories.   Ferguson felt the primary inputs were capital, flight-crew labor, 
and fuel. 14 Stratford reported three types of inputs:  (1) standing cost, including interest, 
depreciation of assets, and insurance; (2) flying cost, including crew, fuel, maintenance 
and overhead cost; and (3) other costs, which represent a special cost to specific opera- 
tions, such as time of departure and route selection, and cost of speed. 15  In the military 
sector, Sutton used the inputs of aircraft, maintenance man-hours, and spare parts. 16 
In Lockheed ASW analysis of the input-output situation, the following categories of inputs 
were used:  aircraft, maintenance personnel, support equipment, and spare parts. 17 
Hitch and McKean in their analysis of the military aircraft production function considered 
that the major inputs were aircraft, maintenance equipment, maintenance personnel, and 
spare parts. 18 

All of this research in the airline and military sectors points toward a Cobb-Douglas 
production function type situation.   With the exception of Sutton's work, none have quan- 
tified the elasticities of the actual inputs.   No research has been done to establish what 
relationships may exist between the various management policies and output, or how this 
production function relationship may change under the constraints found aboard ship. 

For the purposes of this study, the measurable outputs of sorties (U.) and aircraft 

ready hours (U2) will be used.   The four inputs -- aircraft (W,), maintenance personnel 

(W„), support equipment (W-), and spare parts (W4) -- will be used with several specific 

maintenance and operating policies. 

The Aircraft Input (W^ 

When designing an aircraft to meet certain goals, it becomes apparent that an exact 
or ideal solution is not possible.   Each of the desired performance characteristics has a 
feedback or interrelation effect on the others.   According to Corning, aircraft design is 
not an exact science but an iterative, \cut-and-dry process. 19 Ultimately, the cost of 
commercial aircraft depends on take-off weight, wing area, thrust, payload, range, 
cruise speed, and weight of fuel. 20 



Military aviation is interested not only in cost but cost relative to the probability 
of combat mission success.   The more common military aircraft characteristics which 
have a bearing on mission success are: 

Speed (basic, combat and maximum at various altitudes) 
Rate of climb at various altitudes 
Ceiling 
Payload range 
Combat time, loiter time 
Takeoff and landing characteristics 

Military designers have established several cost estimating relationships (CER's) 
between the basic airframe variables. 

Batchelder21 reports the following labor hour CER: 

where 

H100 = 1. 45W°- 74S°- 43 

Hinn = labor hours to produce the 100    airframe 

W = gross takeoff weight in pounds 

S = maximum sea level speed in knots 

22 Boeing     reports a CER which reflects both material and labor via a learning curve 
which is: 

0 7  2 
C = kW N *   V e 

where 

C = total system cost 

W   = weight empty in pounds 

V = maximum speed at sea level in knots 

N = number of aircraft to be produced in the specific production run 

k = a constant for the level of technology 

More elaborate CER's have been established that consider each of the primary 
military variables, including such items as "electronic, complexity factors. "23 

In the Boeing case, doubling the output from 10 to 20 units reduces the average labor 
cost per unit from . 49 to . 37, a reduction of about 32 percent.   Average fixed cost 
(research and development, tooling, etc.) declines also as a greater number of units 
are produced.   All this points to the conclusion that aircraft manufacturing is a declining 
cost industry or a "natural oligopoly. " 



But after a "best" military aircraft has been designed, considering the various 
tradeoffs in relation to cost for various size production runs, we still do not have a 
military "revenue" or implicit value of having a specific aircraft to produce an output. 
Now the concept of a revenue function for tactical aircraft is difficult to define, compared 
to the airline industry. 

No groups of measures of return (fighter/kill probability, attack bombs on target, 
ASW standard loiter time, etc.) are readily quantifiable or relate to a common metric. 
The ultimate logic for acquiring and maintaining a weapon system is to provide a combat 
capability.   There are secondary reasons also, such as national prestige and the main- 
tenance of a technology /manufacturing base. 

The full expected return from a particular aircraft can not be satisfactorily described 
by any direct measure, such as bombs dropped, missiles fired, etc., since the ultimate 
value of the system depends on the particular scenario and national goals at the time of 
use.   However, at some point in the decision process the planners and political reviewers 
(congressional and executive) had a choice among competing weapon systems and other 
social alternatives.   Thus, the net valued of an "on going" system, such as current 
naval aircraft, should be at least equal to its future investment cost, otherwise some 
other system or social alternative should have been selected.   For this reason the basic 
"revenue" return for a specific aircraft during its average life should be considered as 
being at least equal to or as great as the total investment cost of the aircraft. 

Then, for ä given maintenance policy (this type of policy changes the stream of 
rework and overhaul cost over a period of years), the revenue of a military aircraft can 
be considered as a function of the annual investment cost of a unit equivalent (U. E. )25 
aircraft which contains the following elements: 

Flyaway unit 
Initial spares 
Initial ground support equipment  i 
Support aircraft (overhead aircraft to handle training, pipeline 

and attrition) 
Overhaul (engine) and rework (airframe) 
Aircraft engineering changes 
Expected life of the aircraft 



A sample illustration of the investment cost determination of a U. E. aircraft month 
will be helpful to illustrate the aircraft's implicit revenue value: 

Row                               Type of Cost Aircraft A-4E 

(1) Flyaway cost $    600,000 

(2) Engineering changes 100,000 

(3) Pipeline factor, 20 percent of rows 140, 000 
(1) and (2) 

(4) Operating life 150 months 

(5) Attrition factor, . 4 percent/mo. or 42 percent       367,500 
of sum of (1), (2), (6) 

(6) Training factor, 25 percent of (1), (2) 175,000 

(7) Initial support equipment, 5 percent 43, 750 
of(l), (2), (6) 

(8) Initial spares, 15 percent of (1), (2), (6) 131,250 

(9) Overhaul and rework, 20 percent of (1), (2), (6)      175,000 

Sum $1,732, 000 for 150 
months or $11,550/ 
month 

This DoD method of costing a Navy U. E. aircraft includes support and spares for 
both the shore establishment and the ship.   For our decision purposes only the ship U. E. 
cost will be considered.   To do this we must "back-out" about 60 percent of the support 
equipment and at least one-third of the investment in spare parts.    This gives an adjusted 
monthly cost for the A-4E of $11, 080.   From this it can be said that the "basic" revenue 
for the A-4E aircraft at sea is at least equal to $11, 080 per month, or is an A-4E aboard 
ship is not flyable, it has an implicit opportunity cost of $11, 080 per month.   This mea- 
surement of cost will be the basic aircraft input for the A-4E of the model in section 6 
and it will be indicated as ~C -. 

There are other bundles of cost which might measure more accurately the cost of the 
aircraft for some decision purposes.   Should the U. E. aircraft be charged for attrition 
that may never occur?   Shouldn't attrition be aii operating cost like fuel and oil and 
expensed to the time period involved?  Such a revised U.E. cost would be $8, 800 per 
month and will be labled ,C..   Since in this study the A-4E or other aircraft are being 

costed only as part of the aircraft carrier weapons system, shouldn't the operating life 
of the aircraft be limited to the period it is expected to be aboard a major carrier and 
not include that portion of life that the aircraft will be a part of the reserve fleet? -If 
this approach is used, the cost should be amortized over only about 2/3 of the 150-month 
total life span of the airplane.   In this case the A-4E monthly cost would increase to 
$16, 625 and this will be labled „C..   Finally, shouldn't that portion of the investment 

cost which occurs as a stream of money over several years be discounted?   This would 
result in a present value (PV) concept of aircraft cost.   Attrition, engineering changes 
and overhaul/rework, when discounted at 10 percent, result in a PV U. E. monthly cost 



for an A-4E of $6, 333.   This type of cost will be labled ^Cj.   Thus for the first input 

(W.) we have a range of different costs (,C->> ? ^r 3^1' 4C1^ to rePresent several 
assumptions regarding the items that make up this total investment over time. Analysis 
will indicate whether the "best" solution of the objective function is sensitive to variation 
in the airplane unit cost. 

Maintenance Manpower Input (W~) 

Personnel are required for mission preparation, routine servicing, gassing, loading 
of ordnance, etc.   This type of labor cost is directly related to the number of sorties, 
except some types of sorties (i. e., mass flights of three times a day) cause peaks in 
manpower requirements that conflict with efficient labor utilization.   Then manpower is 
necessary to perform scheduled maintenance.   The frequency of scheduled maintenance 
and the complexity of this maintenance is a function of maintenance policy.   Finally, 
maintenance manhours are used to handle the unscheduled maintenance or "fix it" items. 
The frequency of this type distribution is random for the various subsystems of the air- 
craft around some measurable mean.   The mean occurrence of failures or malfunctions 
is a function of sortie rate, deck turn-ups, total flying hours, and type of mission 
(altitude, airspeed, etc.).   Within limits, by increasing the amount of test and support 
equipment, management can reduce the average manhours required to service a discre- 
pancy.   To a degree, the maintenance manpower required can be decreased through the 
liberal use of throw-away components and spare parts.   Thus there are trade-offs 
between the inputs of men, equipment, and spares to generate a specific sortie rate or 
aircraft ready level.   But, the problem of comparing trade-offs is complicated because 
certain resources cannot be used concurrently with others and some resources are best 
employed without interruption (the policy of preemption) until the job or batch lot is 
finished.   Limited access to certain sections of the aircraft can place an upward limit on 
the usefulness of additional personnel for certain discrepancies. 

In most cases, not only the total number of men available affects performance but 
also the skill levels and the distribution of the men among the various shops. Since most 
of the airline and military maintenance data records indicate only aggregate manhours 
used, it is difficult to distinguish between workers on a basis of skill or to measure the 
extent to which substituting skilled for semiskilled personnel is economical.   Interviews 
with military and civilian sector maintenance supervisors indicate that both suspect that 
productivity per manpower dollar would significantly increase if skill levels were up- 
graded through more training and if turnover were decreased through higher wages.   On 
the other hand, the military organizations may be using enlisted maintenance manpower 
assigned as a "free good".   According to one critic, the services tend to follow Parkinson's 
law and "the primary determinant of manhours to maintain aircraft may simply be the 
number of personnel assigned to that unit." 27 

In the military sector the average number of maintenance manhours required per 
mission (sortie) appears to be primarily an exponential function of the speed of the air- 
craft (index of complexity). 28 
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Güster and Woodman have reported that for the newer aircraft in the civil sector the 
ratio of labor/material is declining."  This implies a sensitivity to rising cost of labor 
(labor costs are rising faster than material costs) resulting in labor saving maintenance 
provisions being incorporated in the newer aircraft systems. 

Now with this understanding of the maintenance personnel required to handle an 
average workload of an aircraft for various levels of complexity per mission, we still 
have described only part of the problem.   Unfortunately, malfunctions and demands for 
maintenance manpower have a wide distribution about their mean and if personnel capa- 
bilities are just adequate to handle the average workload at times, long queues will develop 
of high cost aircraft or aircraft components.   Therefore the relative "cost" of aircraft 
awaiting maintenance personnel must be compared to the relative "cost" of having greater 
manning insurance. 

At this point an example of how the military estimate the cost of maintenance personnel 
is appropriate.   Once the level of expected sorties or flight hours per month has been 
specified (say 20 sorties per month) the estimated average man months of support per air- 
craft is calculated.   Consideration is given to complexity factors, time/motion studies, 
etc.   The calculations are by types of skills (electricians, mechanics, hydraulic tech- 
nicians, etc.) on a weighted average of pay grades (within a career skill no consideration 
is given for the degree of individual training). 

With an estimate of the average type of man months required for each type of aircraft, 
an average monthly pay rate for these men is determined.   This DoD maintenance wage 
rate considers utilization, retention, training and logistic support (commissary, medical 
care,  messing, etc.) per man.   The base pay that the sailor receives is only about 63 
percent of this cost.30 in the case of the A-4E maintenance man, the rate (,C9) is 
$419/month. i   l 

But these DoD manpower costs do not consider the investment cost of providing 
maintenance personnel accommodations aboard the space-limited aircraft carriers.   Im- 
proved new ship standards require at least 28 square feet per sailor (berthing, messing, 
laundry,' and sanitary facilities). 31   A recent naval study of the average cost of shifting 
and operating one square foot of space from storage to living space places the lower end 
of the cost estimate at about $4 per ft2/month.32  Thus, the monthly cost of a maintenance 
man, for some decision purposes, is his monthly pay plus at least $112 (28 ft2 x $4).   In 
the case of the A4E maintenance man this revised rate (nCV is $531/month. 

Then if we are thinking of the maintenance personnel as coming from all-volunteer 
armed forces, or the full social cost of today's pay rates being less than market prices, 
the DoD monthly pay rates are low per type of skills.   Attempts to estimate the "true" 
market value of military manpower have been made.   The present enlisted wages appear 
to be only 60 percent of the amount which men of like age, education, skill, etc., could 
earn in civilian life.33  it was further postulated that without the draft to induce enlist- 
ments we would have insufficient "true" volunteers to meet military needs at the present 
pay scale.   If the amount of pay is a prime factor in obtaining suitable military main- 
tenance manpower, current DoD monthly planning wage rates are low and do not reflect 
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the total national cost.   Further, this distortion in pay can place the wrong incentives on 
investment decisions between military human capital and hardware capital.   This may ex- 
plain the Gilster and Woodman finding that military aircraft operations tend to be less 
capital intense relative to the airline operations.34 

For any analytical cost trade-off between manpower, support equipment, and spares, 
the aircraft sensitivity comparisons should be made for a range of wage rates.   The 
range used in this study will be from the low DoD figure (.C.) to a possible "full" cost 
rate that would reflect both shipboard accommodation cost and portion of the open market, 
full-wage value of trained technicians (at least an extra 40 percent over basic military 
pay rates). 35  The upper limit (qC«) for an A-4E maintenance man is $782/month.   The 

results of this effort will assist the decision maker in knowing the direction he should 
move in spending his next increment of resources (on labor or on hardware) to obtain the 
largest increase in output and whether our current "low" military wage rates are leading 
to distortions in investment decisions. 

Support Equipment (W J 

The maintenance operation depends heavily on flight line support equipment and 
maintenance support equipment.   In the private sector there is concern with the relative 
increasing cost of support equipment.   Increased facilities and handling tools must be 
provided as newer aircraft become heavier and more complex.   Support equipment costs 
are rising much faster than aircraft unit costs. 36  Also machine tools and facilities for 
component overhauls are larger and more complex.   Today support equipment is a major 
airline cost problem. 37   Military maintenance equipment requirements per aircraft have 
been doubling about every ten years.38  Avionics support needs have been growing faster 
than this.   It has been estimated that the capital investment in support equipment now 
exceeds the investment cost in spare parts for new aircraft. 39 

This all implies the need for maintenance planning in order to obtain an effective 
utilization plan for facilities, tools, and equipment.   Neither the civilian or military 
aircraft manager can tolerate unnecessary high cost aircraft delays due to limited or 
improper support equipment. 

The airframe manufacturer identifies the basic support equipment requirements and 
their cost associated with his particular airplane.   The user of the aircraft (airline or 
military) then analyzes his requirements in terms of the specific level of operations en- 
visioned.   Consideration is given to the number of aircraft involved (size of fleet), flight 
frequencies or estimated sortie rates, and the maintenance concepts.   Scheduling and 
queueing problems are evaluated concerning the use of common support equipment for 
several types of aircraft.   Unfortunately, standardized equipment is not keeping up with 
changes in technology, and the "jungle" of specialized support equipment grows.40  We 
have for each type of aircraft, special pre-oilers, engine stands, hydraulic test stands, 
and hydraulic jacks, to name a few. 

In the armed forces, we categorize support equipment into three types, with the 
spares for each:  common equipment, such as that used to refuel, rearm, or tow aircraft; 
special support and maintenance equipment associated with specific aircraft; and training 
devices related to the aircraft weapon system. 
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In the past, the investment in support equipment amounted to about 7 percent of 
the value of the U. E. aircraft.41  Today this may be equal to or greater than the sum 
spent for aircraft spare parts - up to about 20 percent of the cost of aircraft. 42 

Support equipment "saves" on the manhours required for scheduled and unscheduled 
maintenance, fueling and rearming of aircraft.   Some support equipment permits the ship 
to repair replaceable parts, thereby decreasing the need for spare parts but at the cost 
of more maintenance manhours. 

For this study,  measurements will be taken from a sample of key support components 
(58 items, on the average, as reported monthly in the 3M reports), and this information 
will be used to estimate the inventory characteristics of the total population of the support 
equipment.   The life of the original equipment is limited to an estimated 36 months by 
obsolescence, necessary modifications, and wear beyond tolerance.   From the 3M data 
and from machine printouts of the total inventory of support equipment, per ship, per type 
aircraft,  estimates of the unit cost and spares have been made.   The cost of these inputs 
are labeled .C„ (without a space charge) and _C„ (with a charge for space).   For the A-4E, 

the cost for .C„ is $299/month and for „CL, $379/month. 

The Spare Parts Input (W.) 

The management job of spares is a major area of interest to the airlines and the 
services.   In Navy Air, the investment value of spare parts stock is about $2.15B.   Navy 
annual additions to spare inventories (replacement for consumption, obsolescence, and 
modifications) is about $122.2M.   This is approximately 17.5 percent of the value of 
current military aircraft. 

In the airline sector, spare provisioning for newer aircraft (747, 727, L500) is be- 
coming a significant cost item.   The airline investment cost in spares now runs between 
14 to 18 percent of the basic airframe cost (depends partly on fleet size) and about 10 per- 
cent of the airline direct operating cost. 43 

The management of spares has many facets.   This includes essentiality rules,  re- 
plenishment rules, repair decisions,  size of pools, and transportation and storage 
policies.   Each of these sub-areas has its own implicit costs and payoffs.   The issues 
involving levels of repair and speed of transportation will be discussed in more detail in 
the maintenance policy section. 

Various theoretical systems have been developed which describe the requirements of 
an "optimal" inventory system.   Such spare management decisions usually require inputs 
of the cost of reordering, stock depletion cost, and expenses associated with holding an 
item in inventory.   Of course, the distribution of demand must be understood.   With the 
management of military aircraft spares, we have also the cost of obsolescence and the 
cost of modifications to update spares.   This can be a dominant spare parts' cost with 
today's changing technology.44 
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It is important to keep in mind that the inventory models are but limited abstractions 
of the real world.   Spares management is concerned with future requirements and the 
expected distribution of demand for certain times.   A major problem is the limited know- 
ledge of the reliability characteristics of specific components. 45   Many have the tra- 
ditional "U", a bathtub distribution of failures over time.   The failure rate decreases at 
first — the "burn in" phenomenon — then the failure rate levels off at a fairly constant 
rate, and last we observe a marked increase in failures — the "wearout" region.   Un- 
fortunately, some parts do not appear to follow or exhibit any set "wear out" character- 
istics.   With some,  after "burn in", a constant failure rate continues indefinitely.46 
In this case any planned replacement policy is inappropriate.   United Air Lines has found, 
after extensive test and many observations, that a constant failure rate (after burn in) is 
associated with many engine accessories, electronic units and hydraulic components.47 
To warrant replacement in advance of failure there must be an increasing failure rate 
over time and/or a penalty for a failure while in service.48  Many components meet this 
criteria and should and do have a replacement policy.   Other components should not be 
replaced until they fail. 

For Naval aircraft carriers the problem of representing the distribution of demand 
has been handled pragmatically, by selecting a demand function on the basis of neatness 
of fit and analytic practicality.   In general, the Poisson type distribution is used since 
the real life frequency of demand distribution is skewed to the left, like a Poisson, and 
its one parameter, distribution, requires only the mean rate of average use for estimation 
purposes. 49   A compound Poisson (with two parameters of distribution) can handle demands 
that have an exaggerated skewed distribution.   The compound Poisson can also handle de- 
mands that occur in clusters or bursts. 

The ordering policy is dictated by the management situation (requirement for 
essentiality, safety stock, deterioration of stock, etc.) and considers such items as 
usage rate, ordering cost per order, carrying cost,  shortage cost, and reorder lead 
time.   The common policy used is the (s, S) situation.   In this case, when the stock, X, 
falls below a predetermined level, s, an order is placed for S-X units.   S and s are 
chosen to minimize cost.   A special case of (s, S) policy is the (S-l, S) situation.   This 
establishes a one-to-one ordering and is used where high cost spares, such as aircraft 
engines, are involved. 

Whatever model is used, the neatness of its fit to the real world is based upon a 
comparison to past data.   Real time demands do not always follow past distributions, and 
this causes poor fits between the model and actual data.   In addition, Poisson or ex- 
ponential failure rate models do not meet the demand data for some types of aircraft 
components.   As noted earlier,  some equipments do not exhibit wearout characteristics 
and may have a random constant failure rate.   Some parts are mainly liable to damage 
during installation or failure due to improper or "over" maintenance. 

Haber has shown that the Naval aircraft spare parts inventory model does not fit 
actual usage too well.   Over a two-year period, he has found that for several Naval air- 
craft, including the F-4 and A-4, 70 percent of the spare parts inventory are "slow" 
movers and that the demand for parts "depends on variables other than flying hours."50 
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However, for this study, the current aggregate inventory aboard the deployed aircraft 
carriers will be accepted as the basic input for spare parts (W.).   Statistical approxi- 

mations will be used to determine full allowance of spare parts by type of aircraft. 
Estimates have been obtained, via visits to the ships and the Naval Support Activity, 
Washington, D.C., of the dollar value and cubic space taken up by a full inventory. 
Obsolescence continues to be a problem for static inventories,   A 100-month time period 
appears to be a reasonable upper estimate of the life of parts before obsolescence or 
necessary modifications terminate the value of an unused inventory.   In addition to the 
cost of having an inventory, there is an implicit saving due to the reduction of cannibali- 
zation actions that do not occur when the inventory is on hand.   In the aggregate,  each 
unit of inventory "saves" about $130/month in cannibalization cost. 

The sum total of all this is that the cost that will be used for the W4 (spares) input of 

the model in Section V can be expressed as a net monthly cost per unit of inventory.   This 
input can be charged or not charged for the space that the inventory occupies.   Sensitivity 
tests will later show that the cost of space is an important ingredient in determining the 
best inventory level.   The cost of a unit of inventory without a charge for space will be 
labeled -C.; with a space charge, it will be oC,.   For the A-4E the cost of   C. is 

$381/month and of „C,,  $476/month,  respectively. 

THE MAINTENANCE POLICY INPUT 

The replacement or repair of deteriorating or failed equipment is a major con- 
sideration in the theory of maintenance.   Gilster reports that the maintenance manhours 
required per flight hour increases noticeably as a result of aging after about 80 months 
of military aircraft life.51  This increases the cost of operation and decreases the 
potential output.   When a component fails or scheduled maintenance occurs, the objective 
is to restore the equipment to its almost original state as soon as possible.   The objectives 
of an aircraft maintenance policy are to prevent deterioration of the aircraft fleet while at 
the same time meeting acceptable safety standards.52  Of course, one must accomplish 
this protection and improvement of availability at acceptable levels of cost or within the 
resource constraints of the situation. 

United Air Lines, ATA,  and the Comptroller General of the United States all appear 
today to be asking the same question, "Are scheduled component overhauls really 
necessary?" 53 

Gilster and Woodman report that a large percentage of military component failures 
are induced due to "over-maintaining" with excessive number of inspections and over- 
hauls. 54 

But old habits or established maintenance policies are not changed easily.   To some, 
the GAO-suggested changes in maintenance policy are revolutionary ([change overhaul 
inspection schedule to one based on usage (flight hours) instead of calendar days, lengthen 
the overhaul interval, and use phased maintenance instead of complete overhauls ]).   The 
airlines use phased or "on-condition" maintenance (scheduling, as required, separate 
components for overhaul between flights or during other than heavy operating periods) 
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with intensive inflight monitoring to detect marginal units (e.g., compressors) in advance 
of failure.   The commercial sector has found that they can both reduce maintenance cost 
on many systems and increase flight reliability through a policy of repairing only when 
necessary rather than performing preventive repairs.55 

Although much of the literature concerning maintenance policies centers around the 
merits or lack of merit of periodic maintenance, other aspects of maintenance decisions 
may substantially affect the size of the maintenance labor force for a fixed level of output. 
These areas are: 

(a) Cannibalization -- What is its value, and when should it be used?  "What is its 
true cost (manhours to remove and later replace, increased failure rate due 
to the additional "burn in", etc.)? 

(b) Preemption   (stopping work on one job in order to complete another) --What 
is its worth, and when should it be done?   From an engineering viewpoint, 
some repairs are best done sequentially without interruption until completed; 
other items are best repaired in batch lots. 

(c) Discrepancy corrections -- when should flight discrepancies (which are not a 
safety-of-flight issue) be corrected (i.e., deferred to the end of the flying 
day)? 

(d) COD -- carrier onboard delivery (COD) policies (all parts delivered to the 
ship within 5 days,  10 days,   15 days, etc.) can ease the needs for spare 
parts inventory, but this service has the increased cost of larger COD 
systems (both in aircraft-COD-inventory and operating costs of these support 
aircraft). 

The total range of possible maintenance policies is large.   For the purposes of this 
study, the marginal cost associated with three maintenance policies,  other than the base 
case, will be quantified and ranked in order of importance and impact.   The three vari- 
ations used will be phased maintenance, changes in the priority of discrepancy corrections, 
and changes in the cannibalization rules. 

THE SORTIE POLICY INPUT 

The sortie policy for the military services or the scheduling policy of the airlines is 
a pacing item that sets the initial stage of events.   For the airlines, the times of peak 
passenger demand are between 9 and 11 AM and 6 and 9 PM, when about 75 percent of the 
U.S. domestic flight departures occur.56  This means, at best, a poor utilization of the 
total airline system investment (aircraft, airfields, FAA airways,  etc.). 

The military have a similar scheduling problem.   A judicious assignment of mission 
times could level the peaks in support equipment and maintenance manpower requirements. 
However,  combat demands (close air support,  increased lethality of visual bombing 
systems, tactical targets of opportunity, etc.) are much greater during daylight hours, 
and a hostile air environment often favors using large-scale,  surge type operations, 
during which you can be assured of having air superiority.   Thus, the demands for both 
military and airline outputs conflict with the goals of ideal scheduling, dispatching, and 
use of support equipment.   At most,  our large military tactical air investment is fully 
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utilized only 12 hours per day (average daylight hours).   In the private section 75 percent 
of the passenger departures occur during two daily spurts of activity which total only 
8 hours. 

To the military commander a great variety of sortie or "frag" (U.S. Air Force 
terminology) policies or patterns are possible,  each with a wide range of ordnance/fuel 
configurations.    For the Navy, the attack carrier usually operates aircraft for approx- 
imately 12 hours and is then off for 12 hours.   Normally, the carrier flying is done in 
seven or eight "cycles" consisting of 1-1/2 to 1-3/4 hours each.   For surge operations we 
might have only three major sortie groups per flying day or a longer flying day.   For 3 
typical CVA's deployed on a combat line at the same time, figure 1 illustrates three types 
of basic sortie policies and the effect each type of policy has on the sortie rates and 
availability. 

In addition to the basic sortie policy (cyclic operation, daylight hours only,  large 
mass flights only, etc.)r there are specific sortie policy issues such as the following: 

(a) Ground or deck alert (in the catapults, manned, etc.) versus air alert for 
AEW (Airborne Early Warning) and CAP (Combat Air Patrol) fighters. 

(b) Spare aircraft policy.   What is our required ratio of configured,  manned 
back-up aircraft to scheduled aircraft?   Can we count "known" up aircraft 
returning to the carrier from the previous cycle as the "spares" for the 
next cycle? 

(c) Cancellation and substitution policy.   When availability is low, what lower 
priority events can be cancelled to meet the desired combat output?   Can we 
substitute some fighters for attack missions or substitute deck alert aircraft 
for airborne CAP? 

Air Force studies have shown that these specific policy issues can have a great effect 
on the total level of combat output of an airwing.57 

Because of the impact of policy in determining aircraft availability and the number of 
sorties that can be potentially generated,  sortie policy (somewhat like maintenance policy) 
affects the needs of all resources - aircraft,  support equipment, spares and maintenance 
personnel.   Research fails to indicate that any metric or costing precedure has been pre- 
viously established which quantifies the relative value of one sortie policy over another. 
However, the basic 3M data along with the results obtained by questionnaire and interview 
will give an indication of the cost and benefits of varying the flying day.   From this, the 
commander can use a sortie policy "scale" to decide if the relative utility between each 
policy versus the cost or opportunities foregone appears to warrant such action. 
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FIG. 1:  EFFECTS OF POLICY ON SORTIES 
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SECTION III 

THE CONCEPT OF THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER PRODUCTION PROCESS 
AND ITS ABSTRACT MODEL TO HANDLE THIS PROCESS 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BASIC MODEL 

The aircraft carrier production process is a transformation of materials into products 
(sorties, availability, etc.) by a series of energy applications, all at a cost. 

The inputs of this process are indicated by the symbols W. (j = 1, 2, ... , n) and are 

measurable quantities of goods and services consumed in the production process:   air- 
craft, labor, support equipment, and spares.    These inputs also have a decision or 
scenario dimension, such as maintenance and sortie policies; this type of dimension is 
indicated by the symbols X, and Y*    respectively. 

The outputs of the process are denoted by U. (i.- 1, 2, . .. , m) and are the measure- 

able economic goods or services produced in the process.   They are such items as air- 
craft ready hours, sorties, and aircraft in commission, all of which occur in a joint 
production process.    The outputs have a degree of coupling between each other that is a 
function of the product qualities of U. and/or the joint quantities of the inputs.    This point 

will be expanded upon later in this section. 

In the general case we can consider U. as a function of n variable W = (W,, ..., W ), 

and we can call this a production function. 

Using symbols, the production function is: 

Ul=fl<lWl' ••"  lWn'Xk'Y£> 

U2=f2<2Wl' ••"2Wn;Xk' Y£) 

(3.1) 

U. =f. (.W. .W ; X,, Y,  ) 
i      ill in     k     I 

where 

U    =f    (   W.      W ; X, , Yß ), 
m      m  m   1 ' m   n    Y    /  " 

.W. = the amount of the first input used for output U. 

W   = the amount of the nth input used in the output U m   n r r       m 
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In equation (3.1), f- represents the form of a relationship or dependence of outputs 

U = (LL U   ) on inputs W.   Available amounts of inputs (different from actual 

amounts consumed in the process), degree of technology, and time are also factors 
that affect f..   Only the inputs to the left of the semicolon (;) in equation (3.1) are 

fully variable in quantity. 

The possible degree of coupling that may exist between LL, LL, LL, etc. can be 

expressed as a functional relationship such as: 

F (LL, LL, U   ) = 0 (coupling within an output sector)       (3. 2) 

or 

F(.W , -W , ...,     W ) = 0 (coupling within an input vector),        (3.3) 

which is independent of W in (3. 2) or independent of U in (3. 3) above. 

In either case we desire to maximize the outputs - LL, LL, ... , U   - subject 

to the constraints 

n 
1 W. < b. (inputs cannot exceed assets), and 

j=l     J      * 

m 
2 U. > R (certain types of requirements must be met). 

i=l      1 

It is assumed that the factors (W.) are always organized in a technically optimal 

fashion so that the production functions are defined as giving the maximum amount of 
output possible for any factor combination.    Thus, where the partial derivatives, 

'       r)l J 
U. ="vtäf » become negative, we have inefficient points, and these regions are excluded 

from the production function surface.    The set of efficient points is where U. > 0 and 

ALL/AW   > 0. 
l n 

The inputs of this aircraft carrier (CVA) production process (W.) consist of four 

general categories: 

W1 = aircraft in units 

W„ = maintenance labor in months of manpower (160 hrs/man/month) 

W, = maintenance support equipment in units of allowance (a standard is 
established for each type of aircraft) 

W. = spare parts in units of allowance (a standard is established for each type 
of aircraft). 
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The outputs (U.) then are derived from, an energy transformation process (see 

figure 2), where we have four separate but interacting sequences (IP,, IP„, ..., IP.). 

Assuming that each process has a range within which we have factor substitution, the 
process production functions have the form: 

U.   = 7 (S24, S34, Wl4, W24, W34) 

s12= x(s21, s31,-s13, w21, w31, w41) 

s13= r(s21, s31, -s12, w21, w31, w41) 

S24 =   €^S32' S12' ' S23' " S21* W12' W22' W32' W42^ 

S23 =   ^S32' S12' " S21' " S24' W12' W22' W32' W42^ 

S21 =   T^S32' S12' " S23' " S24' W12' W22' W32' W42^ 

S34 =   u(S23' S13' " S31* " S32' W13; W23' W33' W43} 

S32 =  X(S23' S13* ' S31' " S34' W13' W23' W33' W43} 

S31 = *(S23' S13' " S32' ' S34' W13' W23' W33' W43} 

where S]? = processing factor from sequence 1 to 2 

S„4 = processing factor from sequence 3 to 4 

and W.    = input factor 1 (aircraft) to sequence 2 (see figure 2) 

W.o = input factor 4 (spare parts) to sequence 3. 
2 

The integrated production function for the process becomes: 

U.=>< X,  f.   *> T,   n   w. x,  *, wr w2, w3, w4) =e(wr .... w4) .  (3.4) 

The "best" expansion of the process is determined by minimizing total cost for 
various parameters of U..   As we expand this aircraft carrier production process, the 

corresponding cost function could pass through five phases.    For sufficiently small U. 

there will be idle capacity in all processes (IP,, ... , IP.).   At a certain level of output, 

one of the four capacity factors will be fully utilized; at a later point two capacities will be 
exhausted, etc.   Each time a capacity limit is reached, the partial derivative will equal 
zero for the factor in question, and the marginal cost function will be continuous but kinked 
at those capacity points. 3 
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FIG. 2: THE MAINTENANCE TRANSFORMATION PROCESS 
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After recording the initial input output data (involving the aircraft carrier) and 
comparing the relationship of outputs (U.'s) to each other, the possible outputs of "air- 

4  * craft in commission, " "availability, "   and "aircraft ready hours" actually turned out to 
be but one output expressed with different scales.    Thus the aircraft carrier production 
process has but two outputs - sorties (LL), and availability or aircraft ready hours (LL). 

But there is a negative correlation between availability and the sortie rate.   Increasing 
the sortie rate tends to drive availability down. ^  As the number of sorties goes up, the 
time the aircraft is down increases for support actions and unscheduled maintenance 
actions.    High availability means a higher number of flights could be flown (you have to 
have an aircraft up before it can be flown); availability will go down or be consumed when 
the increased sorties are flown.   In an investigation of U. S.  Marine aircraft (F-4, A-4), 
Guthrie and Means indicated that the relationship between sorties and ready hours is of a 
negative exponential type. 6  Analysis of the 3M data for the five aircraft observed in this 
research shows the "best" fit to be an arc of a circle (see figure 3) rather than a negative 
exponential. 

£ 
o 

CO 

Center (h, k) 

(Sorties - hj2 + (RH - kj2 = r 2=r2 

Ready hours (RH) 

FIG. 3:  RELATION BETWEEN READY HOURS AND SORTIES 
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This means that if all inputs (W.., W„, W„, W.) are held constant and sorties are 

increased, ready hours (LL) above the required residual level are consumed, or some 

A function of (U„) is an input of LL (a degree of coupling). 

Recall that equation (3. 1) was reduced to two outputs (LL, LL), which gives: 

^CCu^     ui = f1VNy W2, W3, W4; Xk„ Y^ ) 

m rAJ U2 = f2(Wr W2, W3, W4; Xk, Y£ ) 

Then holding ready hours constant (U„) , the net sortie effect is a production function 

of the type: 

where 

U1=f1(W1, W2, W3, W4;Xk, Y^) 

+|f2|A(Wr W2, W3, W4;Xk, Y£), 

LL = total potential sorties 
from both LL and U„ inputs 

f, = relationship or function 
between sorties and sortie inputs 

\f2\ dU„ 

(3.5) 

A(^Nl ... W4; Xk, Y^ ) =   f2 (Wx ... W4; X^ Yg ) - U2 J , 

which represents the potential functional increase or decrease in sorties obtainable from 
consumed ready hours (LL) above or below the base case (LL)- 

The calculations of I f 2 I and LL are accomplished as follows: 

Obtain the first derivative of the function relating to LL and LL, namely 

(Ux -h)2+(U2-k)2 -r2 = 0  , 
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which can be written 

I2 - 2hU. + h2 + U 2 - 2kU- + k2 - r2 = 0 Ar U^ - 2hUx + li   +U2    - 2kU2 + r - r   = 0 /4T J/ 

2h       1      [—2 2-2- j£*i'{[-*fc*«^&*$^ Ui= + 2h ± 1     /-4U2-^kU2-4k2H4r2      .       «*<t     *■   i (        * / 

Now let 

Then 

yjl%+i. 

and 

but 

Z = -4U2 + 8kU2 - 4k2 + 4r2 

^i = ±-rz(-i/2),where        ±i a/2) 
dZ 2 12 

f2=-8U2 + 8k  ; 

£i - ± i z ^Z2* = ± | (-4u2
+8ku2-4kWf ^ 

dU.       du.       H7 . 1  -    i_ v^z y 
dU2       dZ      Ä dU2 

.'. Substituting ^1 1^"|(.4U24aU2.ft2+4r2)(-l/2)(.8U2^k) 

= ± 2 (-U2+k) (-U2+2kU2-k2+r2)("1/2) 

However, the region of economic feasibility in our allocation process does not permit 
the use of the negative roots from this derivative, therefore, 

Dl = fl (W1 •'' W4; Xk' Yl)+2 <-U2+k) (-U2+2kU2-k2+r2)('1/2) 

'l2Cft1..t W^, Y^)-D2] (3.5a) 

Since 
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Although the following alternate function has not been used, it is developed for 
completeness.   Within the range of observed values of U,, LL, the values of the arc 

12 2       2        1 (U1 -h)   + (LL-k)    - r   =0      can be approximated by a double-log transformation, 

such as described by Johnston,    of the type 

log Uj = a - ß log U2   , 

where log A = a and A is the value of LL when U   = 1, as shown below; 

O<0<1 

But the expression log U, = a - ß log LL may be written as 

and 

^L - - Aftj (-/3"1) 

dUT pu2 

thus, giving this relationship; 

Dj =f1VN1... W4; Xk, Y^) + A/3  [ f2 (W^ ... W^; Xfc, Y^ ) ]   ('ß"1) 

;.   Y£)-TJ2\     , x   |f2(W^ (3.5b) 
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where 

U. = total potential sorties from both LL and U2 inputs 

f. = relationship or function between sorties and sortie inputs 

f2 = relationship or function between ready hours and ready hour inputs 

W. = sortie inputs 

W'. = ready hour inputs 

A = the value of U   where U„ = 1 for the function of   U   = AU 

ß = the exponential constant obtained by regression analysis to fit the 
relationship between U, and U„ for n = 1, 2, ... T observations. 

For our observations the domain of ß is 0< ß< 1. 

In addition, it seems reasonable intuitively to expect these different variations of 
the production function (3. 5, 3. 5a, 3. 5b) to have the following properties: 

(a) In the efficient region, an increase in the level of any input (W.) should 
produce an increase in the level of output (U.). 

(b) Subsequent increases in the level of any one input, holding all other inputs 
constant, should produce smaller and smaller absolute increases in the level of output. 

(c) The marginal increase in output resulting from an increase in any input 
will be greater if other inputs are also increased. 

(d) Many combinations of inputs can be used to produce the same level of 
output - the concept of an isoquant. 

THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION WITH ITS CONSTRAINTS AND ASSOCIATED ASSUMPTIONS 

Having established the general properties of the desired production function, it 
appears that the Cobb-Douglas (C-D) function ( as expanded by Tintner) meets the 
requirements.   Specifically, the Tintner (C-D) is** 

U = ^W^W^Wg"3^"4 €       , (3.6) 

where 

U = output in units or dollar value 

a_ = a scaling efficiency or technological change factor 

W. = inputs in units of use or dollar value 

a. = elasticity with respect to the W. input 

« = a multiplicative error term:   It is assumed that € > 0. 
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In applying function (3. 5) to the aircraft carrier series of energy/resource applica- 
tions, the objective function now becomes one of maximizing U ; 

(3.7) 

subject to 

(1) W. > 0      (feasible region), 

(2) d. < W. < b.    (resource constraints) 
J J       J 

n 

where 

/o\    £ C.W. < C , t = .1, 2, 3, ... , p (cost restraint per unit of time), 

au. 
(4)     w    2 0 (marginal productivity cannot be negative), 

j 

W. are the resources in units of each type (j). 

d. & b.   represents the lower limit and the upper limit respectively of the physical 
■*       •'   constraints on the total weight or size (ft^) of resources, by type (j). 

a„  is the coefficient to express the specific levels of technology. 

a.   are the exponential coefficients associated with each input or the percentage 
J   change in output (U) for a given percentage change in W.. 

C. is the unit cost of each resource in dollars, by type (j). 

C   is the upper dollar budget limit of all resources for a unit of time. 

5C &Yj,  represent two types of policy, a combined tactical decision or scenario 
dimension (X, ) (e.g. , flying shall be continuous,  24 hours a day, in 1-3/4 

hour cycles) with a combined maintenance decision (Yp) (fix all discrepancies 
as occurring, fly until failure occurs, etc.) 

dUx/dU2 

A  represents the potential increase or decrease in sorties obtainable above 
the policy required residual. 
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However, the issue of the type of possible coupling that might exist between the 
outputs and the specific inputs is not resolved here.    Going back to the observed world, 
we are able to record independently, without any dominant functional relationship, the 
various levels of U, and LL for specific total levels of inputs (W.).   However, there is 

a relationship or coupling between each input vector (,W.,  „W' ; .W2, 9^9' • • • >  1^4' 9^4) 

and the outputs.   For example, we observe the total labor that goes jointly to produce both 
U. and LL but not the amount of labor just to produce U2.   In summary, we observe the 

"rim" values of the following two simultaneous equations: 

ul       01    1      12    lw3     lw4        1 

rT#       ,  2W1       2V 2       2   3      2W4      6_ uo = a n W~  3— —5 5—     l 
2        °  W*        W*        W3        W* 

where # = indicates a "rim" value that is actually observed 

W    = the cell input of W1 to assist in output 1 

2W. = the cell input of W. to assist in output 2 

a   = elasticity with respect to the .W   input 

a'   = the elasticity with respect to the _W. input 

a   = the technology change factor with respect to output 1 

ex'   = the technology change factor with respect to output 2   . 

The problem then is to simultaneously solve the above equations for the 18 unknown "cell" 
values (»Q, «j,  ..., »4, and1W1,.1W2, ... 2W4). 
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In natural logarithms, the joint production process is: 

£TiU2 = ir\a^ +0^ ÄTijWj-toJ Kn 2
w

2"to3 £rl2W3+ö4 ^2
W

4
+2TI

 
e2 

A procedure to quantify the values for unknown cells or the specific amounts of inputs 
used to produce each of the two outputs and estimate the ö.'S (elasticities of the inputs) is 
as follows: 

(a) First, estimate the initial values for .W„  .W„, etc.   such that they 

satisfy Wj = jW   + 2W , with all W. > 0 

w2     12     2   2 

(b) Second, with the above initial values, obtain approximate estimates for the 
ö.'S by a likelihood estimate methodology. 

(c) Third, update the W.'s by a quadratic methodology. 

(d) Fourth, update the a.'s by the likelihood estimate methodology. 

(e) Continue this iterative process until a local minimum has been reached. 

(f) Last, test for convergence or near convergence to a "best" local solution by 
varying the initial values used in step (a) over a wide range, and determine and compare 
the minimum solution arrived at by each set of starting values. 

However, before dealing with this general case of four inputs, we will investigate a 
smaller example to show how the relationships behave. 

In the small case there are but two inputs, capital (K) and labor (L), each with its 
coefficient of elasticity (a and ß respectively). 

In this case we have: 

UTiUj = 9.r\aQ + or RnKj + ß9r^1 + S.r\ t;L 

finU2 = firpQ +a^r\K2 + ß'2nL2 + ir\e2 

and we observe U., LL; K = K + K_; L = L..' + L„ for each time period. 

In addition, a few mild assumptions, must be made all of which appear consistent 
with operational experience.    There is also strong empirical evidence that these assump- 
tions and the resulting model accurately reflect real world experience. 

(a)   The distribution of U. (i = 1, 2) is approximately normal with an expected 

value of LJ. that is a linear function of K. and L. and has a variance that is independent 
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of K  and L..   This is the simplest case and, as will be seen later, appears to be 
i i 

supported by empirical evidence from the real world. 

(b) The values taken on by K,  and L. are predetermined. 

(c) The successive values of U. are independent of the prior values. 

(d) ßnc.. (i = 1, 2), j = 1, 2, ... n, are normally distributed, with E(e   ) = 0 

andCov(c, e.,) = Ofor all j *k= 1,2, ...n, and V(c..) = <r   for all j. 
IJ       IK IJ 

THE DERIVATION OF A RELATED LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION 

To describe the maximum likelihood (L) estimates of a ,a , and j3, we have: 

Max L = rrr™ e 
<—T-( S I ßTlUl " ^V*i ßTlKi -ß£TiLl]2 

where   T  = the number of observations obtained over time. 

The maximum likelihood estimates of the variances is of the type: 

1   e-     l' S 
CT 2<r 

where 
T 

S= S Cß-nuJ-ßriÖQ-^ßriKj-ßeiiLj]2 

Taking the natural logs we have: 

-TßTKT. -     1»    S 

Then taking the partial derivations of   £r|L with respect to   o\   we have: 

5 TIL  _   T       1 q .   (-2)  _ n 

^1 ai      2 oJ '1 

which becomes 

2     S 
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So the minimized natural logs of the likelihood function for a     a , ß is proportional 

to: 
T 

t=l 
ßr,U^ -ßn^-^ßnK^ -ßÄTiLj 

2 
•'   .   . ..''- (3.8) 

Now the determination of the maximum values of a , a     ß etc. for the given K.'s 

and L.'s is straightforward.   Of course, the maximum likelihood estimators are not 

necessarily unbiased for small samples.   Analysis of residuals from actual data will 
bound somewhat the bias problem.    Empirical evidence indicates that when the sample 
is 20 or more the bias is probably quite small.   Similarly, we can obtain the maximum 
likelihood estimates of a' , a' , and ß '.     • 

THE DERIVATION OF A RELATED QUADRATIC SOLUTION " 

Unfortunately, as stated earlier, we observe only the total values of K and L, or 
K = ZK. and L = 2L..   We are not able to record the individual K.'s or L.'s. 

l l l l 

In this case we can solve for the K.'s by a sequential technique, moving toward a 

minimum value of equation (3. 8).   At that point the "best" approximate values will be 
established for or, a     ß, etc. , and the objective function (3. 7) can be maximized, 

subject to the constraints of the aircraft carrier production function situation. 

To 

satisfy: 

t      t      t      t To solve for the K.'s, start with initial estimates for K,, K„, L  , L» that will 

Kt = K^ +K^, where K.'s and L.'s > .0 .. - ' 12 i l 

Lf = Lj +Lt
2 .   . 

Then with these initial estimated values and the likelihood value established in (3. 8), 
we can compute estimates for a~, a     ß, a' , ß' by regression analysis. ;  ■ - 

With the estimates of a.'s and ß.'s and using our basic case (two inputs K, L, only), 

the revised values of K', K», L , L   will now exist, where 

CHS    UriU^-ßTlÖQ-^SiTiKj-ßßTiLM      +fcnS  (ßnU^-firi^-^ BTiK^-ß'ftriL^j 

is a maximum with respect to at, ß.    ' ... 
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But Kf = Kj + K* 

K 
Now let k, = f— (in order to have 0< kT < 1) and k 1 = 1-k   ; then we have: 

1 K L 11 

But let 

Min = £r,Z     / Mü\-^aQ-ai S^K*-^ 8nk*-j3«nL* 

+ firiz    fß^U^-fiTi^-^fiTiK^fiTikj-ß'ßTiL^ j 

u* = »nUj-£na0-V'nKt-|8ie'nLj 

U* * «nU*-«Tiof^«TiK^ß'ÄTiL*   ; 

then 

Min = e-ns ( Ü*-öj Krik* J    + 8ns f Ö*-^ fi-qk^ j (3.9) 

Taking the partial derivatives of (3. 9) with respect to k. and setting this equal to 

zero, we have 

3     _ 
2(\Jt1-a1ir]k

t
1 -a. 

+ 
2(U*-<*1

,8Tikt1) 

aki       I (uj-a^nkj)2 \k\ J   | (u^-^fink*)2 = 0. (3. 10) 

But 0<k.< 1. 

Thus a series expansion of 2nk, would be: 

(kj-1) - ^krl)2 +|(k1-l)
3 - |(krl)4 +|(k1-l)5 

or the partial derivative value (3.10) becomes: 

i ^i (ki U^-a, (k*-l) 

T r~t 
2 
t=l 

Uj-Q^kj-l) 
+ 

U2^'kl 
T 
S 
t=l 

a? 

U^a'^-l)]2  U-kJ 
=   0. 
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Let 
T 

.   '.-Ä-l^ftH  • <3-n) 

T 
b = t=l  [^"^l (1El"1)] 2 (3.12) 

multiplying we have: 

^rtVr" +  *i ö2^2kr   . 0. 
ak* bd-k*) 

transposing and collecting terms we have: 

aCor^kJ)2 - ba^kj-l)2 -bU-k*) (^U^) + ak^'Ü* = 0 

which becomes a quadratic of the form. 

2 
kj   (aQfj-2-bor 2) + kj [^ 2-ftor1Üj-fa«^ 1   + (-ba^-bc^U*) (3.13) 

The values for a andb change little between iterations, as we converge to a solution, 
if T is sufficiently large (>20).    Therefore the values of a and b from the prior iteration 
can be used for the present iterative, and we have, for each step, a near constant value 
for a and b for any specific iteration. 

This quadratic (3. 13) has only one unknown k., for which an estimated solution can 

be obtained.   We will accept only the root for k, that is positive and where 0< k1 < 1.   In 

a similar fashion, L1 (labor) can be estimated. 

With these revised values for K.., K_, L , L~, updated regression estimates can now 

be made for a~, a , ß.    This in turn updates the values of K , K2> L  , L_.    Thus, the 

sequential process continues until we have the best values for a and ß, such that with the 
determined distribution between K., K„, and L,, L«, the sum of the squares is .a minimum. 

To test the possibility that this "final" solution may be but a local rather than a near 
absolute minimum, different initial estimates for K.., K„, L., L„ can be made.   Then, by 

the sequential process, if we reach the approximate same final values for en, j3, K, L, etc. , 
an absolute minimum solution has most probably been established.    If several local minima 
are established (the expected result in this case), a fairly exhaustive search will be made 
to determine, with a high probability of success, which of several subsolutions are 
unwanted stationary points and which are the near "true" minimum values. 
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In this basic case a methodology was established to solve for K, L and a, ß; but in 
the general case we have: 

£r1U1 = ßna0-+^1ßTllW1 ... a^Ti^ 

£TIU2 = «T^+G^WJ ... a^ Cn2W4 

which now becomes one of revising values for W.'s such that 

T 

t=l L 
ir\u\-   I ar\aQ+a1Zr\1Vrt1+a2KT^W* ... a^W* 

T 
+ ens 

t=i 

t\ 
«nU2- ^j +<*{ \V*\ +^2

W2 •'' «4 SW
4yJ 

is a minimum with respect to the ot.'s. 

In this case let 

t jZ^ - ßnUt
1-£n«0-a2üT1lw

t
2-a3e'niw

t
3-a4ÄTi1wt

4 

(3. 14) 

lZ2l = ^U2- ^tt<fa2 ^2W2-^2W3-a4^2W4     . 

Then via the method that was developed in equation (3. 9),the problem becomes one of: 

T T 
Min = ens    (^-a^w*)2 + «TIE    qz^-a^w*)2 . 

t=l t=l 
w 11      

By substitution (W   = 1W.+„W1; w' =   w   ; W" = 1-W.), obtaining the partial derivatives 

with respect to w', and finally in the collection of the terms the quadratic becomes: 

wi2 (öi2-*i2) * +wr (2Q
I
2+Q

IA^ii^* +(~ai2"an^i)* = ° 

'See footnote, p. 40. 
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This will establish the revised values for the   W   and „W .    Making another pass through 
t t ll^i 

equation (3. 14) with„Z     and 9Z„ , which stand for 

2Z* = RTiU1
t-»T1or0-a1£Ti1Wt

1-a3aTi1Wt3-a4*n1W* 

2Z2t = £^2t-£^ö-^^2Wl-tt3^2W3-^SW4        • 

We can in turn establish the quadratic for W2, which is: 

<W2)2<*2S2)* +w2(2a22 +"22Z1 +ö ,22Z2)* +(-ö22-"l2Zl)* = °   ' 

Thus, by a series of sequential steps, the absolute minimum solution will most 
probably be approached which in turn will establish the "best" values for the a.'s. 

Returning to the objective function (3. 7), the output can be maximized, subject to the 
constraints for specific levels of policy (X, , Yp ). 

'Indicates that these terms will also include a "near" constant value of the type 

T 

-i-ä[zi*i<"i-»] 
as described in equations (3.11) and (3.12). 
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SUMMARY 

The aircraft maintenance transformation process for generating outputs (sorties 
and ready hours) has been developed and traced to where it became: 

U. = e(W1,...,W4) (3.4) 

Then, if the ready hours output  (LL) is held constant, the net effect is a production 

function of the type: 

U1 = f1(W1,...,W4;Xk,YK)+ |f2|A(W1,...,W4;Xk,Y£)    , (3.5) 

and the objective function becomes one of maximizing  U,   which is: 

ex ex et' otr 

Ul= [a0Wl1-"W44+ '^ A(ßÖWl  1"'W4     ];Xk'Yfi (3>7) 

Subject to: 

where 

W. >0 
J 

dj   SW. sb. 
J      J 

N 
S c.w.<c 

3=1    J   J       " 

su 

J 

W. are the resource inputs of each type (j) 

d. & b. represent lower and upper limits of the inputs respectively 

a» is the coefficient to express the specific levels of technology 

a. are the exponential coefficients associated with each input 

C. is the unit cost of each resource 
J 

C is the upper budget limit of all resources for a unit of time 

X, & Yp represent two types of policies - maintenance and flying policies 
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|f2l dUj/dU 
2 

A represents the potential increase or decrease in sorties obtainable 
above the required residual. 

Unfortunately, in real life one cannot directly observe or record the amount of the 
individual inputs used to specifically produce  U.   (sorties)  or  LL   (ready hours).   The 

total amount of W.   that produces both U.   and LL  simultaneously is observed.   We 
J l A 

observe the "rim" values of the following two simultaneous equations: 

# al aA 
U1-0 1W1-1W4 

# al a\ U   = al    W            W 
2      0 2    1        2   4 

1 • • • 4 

where  #  indicates the "rim" values. 

The problem then is to simultaneously solve the above equations for the 18 unknown 
'cell" values   (<*„.. ,a\, and   .W,.,.„W,). 

A procedure to quantify the values for the "cells" has been developed which in 
essence amounts to the following: 

(a) First, estimate the initial values for     W.^W™, etc., such that they satisfy — 

wi= iwi+ 2wr with a11 w- > ° 
W2 = 1W2 + 2W2       ' 

(b) Second, with the above initial values then obtain approximate estimates for the 
a.'s   by the likelihood estimate methodology. 

(c) Third, update the  W.'s  by the quadratic methodology. 

(d) Fourth, update the  a.'s  by the likelihood estimate methodology. 

(e) Continue this iterative process until a local minimum has been reached or 
approached. 

(f) Last, test for convergence or near convergence to a "best" local solution by 
varying the initial values over a wide range of starting values. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1Ragnar Frisch, Theory of Production, (Chicago:   Rand McNally, 1965, pp. 275, 276, 277; 
and Sven Dano, Industrial Production Models, (New York:   Springer-Verlag, 1966), p.  183. 
o 
For expansion of this integration concept, see Sven Dano, Industrial Production Models, 

New York:   Springer Verlag, 1966, pp.  162-163. 
3 
Sven Dano, op. cit. , pp.  155,  163. 

Percent monthly availability is defined as the (number of aircraft days assigned) times 
(24) minus (not operationally ready hours due to supply, and scheduled and unscheduled 
maintenance) divided by (total aircraft hours assigned). 

Guthrie, Donald and Means, Edward H. , "Relationships Among Potential Sorties, 
Ground Support, and Aircraft Availability, " Naval Research Logistics Quarterly, Vol.  15, 
No. 4, Dec 1968, p. 497. 
6Ibid., p. 498. 
7 
J. Johnston, Econometric Methods, New York:   McGraw-Hill,  1963, p.  48. 

o 
Gerhard Tintner,  "A Note on the Derivation of Production Functions from Farm Records,' 

Econometrica, Vol.  12(1944), pp. 28-29.   In addition, a constant elasticity of substitution 
(CES) type function was evaluated.   However, interviews with Sutton (of Sutton and Lloyd, 
op. cit.) and Brown (of Brown and Schwartz, op. cit.), during the interval of Feb-March 
1971, indicated that the neatness of fit between a Cobb-Douglas and CES, using observed 
3M data, has been about the same.   Considering the computation advantages of the C-D 
function (considerable savings in computer time) over the CES, the decision was made to 
use a Cobb-Douglas as long as the coefficient of determination (R2) is high. 
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SECTION IV 

DATA FOR PRODUCTION FUNCTION ESTIMATION AND UTILITY 
VALUES FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

This section covers the three main categories of input data that are used to validate 
the postulated Cobb-Doublas type aircraft maintenance model:   (1)   3M observations, 
(2)  questionnaire information, and (3)  the results from interviews and field trips. 

THE MAINTENANCE AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT (3M) DATA 

The Navy has several times changed the 3M reporting format in recent years.   The 
3M data is considered to be unreliable for several months after each change because of 
delays and errors of interpreting the new instructions.   As a result of field trips and some 
pretesting of the data, a total of 24 monthly observations (from July 1968 to October 1970 
less the months of January to April 1970) appeared to be the best.   Monthly 3M at-sea 
reports were then obtained on all large aircraft carriers (11 CVA's) and their embarked 
airwings for this same period.   The 3M Headquarters personnel at Mechanicsburg, 
Pennsylvania,  suggested that where possible the first and last months of each ship's 
cruise/maintenance data should be deleted.    Pretesting indicates that these months 
(initial and last) and the month of December (long holidays and inport times) are probably 
different from the rest of the observations.   Field trips to four aircraft carriers also 
indicated that the monthly status of spare parts (w.), as reported,  is less precise than 

the other inputs.   In addition, the spare parts inventory status is not always updated each 
month; thus, where possible, we avoid using adjacent month observations aboard the 
same ship. 

Appendix A indicates the total population of observations obtained by the actual aircraft 
carrier and airplane squadron, excluding the first and last cruise months plus December: 

Type aircraft "£**? of 3M
t. Jr  monthly observations 

F-4 143 
A-7 93 
A-6 59 
A-4 50 
E-2 58 

From the above a sample of 30 observations from the A-6,  A-4, and E-2 aircraft 
was drawn.   Sixty observations (30 Atlantic,  30 Pacific) were used for the F-4 and A-7 
aircraft.   The raw data (some of it originally obtained in binary or alpha numeric format) 
was then processed so that for each observation there would be six pieces of information: 
the two outputs (U   - sorties, U2 - ready hours), and the four inputs (w   - aircraft, 

w? - manpower, w„ - support, w. - spare parts). 
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In addition to these observations, the basic 3M data permitted statistical tests for a 
number of possible relationships,  such as spare parts versus cannibalization, number of 
"no defects" actions 1 versus support equipment, and number of flights versus level of 
ready hours. 

The following relationships were noted: 

Cannibalization - A high degree of correlation (.727) existed between the lack of 
spare parts and the cannibalization rate.   On the average; an additional 6.9 cannibaliza- 
tion actions took place per squadron per month with a reduction of one unit of spare parts. 
Each cannibalization required two maintenance actions - take it out of one aircraft and 
then put it in another - with an average total labor cost per cannibalization of 4.85 hours. 
Thus for each decrease of a percent of spare parts of inventory, we expanded our labor 
needs 33.5 hours, equal to an additional monthly labor cost of about $130.   At the very 
least this is an additional cost for not having a sufficient inventory of spare parts to meet 
demand. 

No defects - Intuitive judgment and interview information indicated that there 
should be a correlation between the number of "no defects" and the amount of test/support 
equipment available to the squadron.   Unfortunately,  sufficient 3M data was not reliable 
in this area.   Different squadrons with like aircraft report "no defects"  rates ten or 
more times higher than a similar squadron with the same level of support equipment but 
on a different ship.   Probably some units are interpreting the reporting requirements for 
"no defects" actions differently.   In any event, no statistical conclusion can be drawn at 
this time regarding a possible relationship between "no defects" actions and the level of 
test equipment. 

Spare parts for support equipment - The spare parts for the support equipment 
are in many cases different from the aircraft spares.   The 3M data and our cruise re- 
ports do not report the inventory level of these spares, but the 3M data does indicate how 
often the support equipment is down for repairs,  scheduled maintenance, and awaiting 
parts.   On the average, the observed support equipment was down only 14 percent of the 
time, but when it was down, it was in this category 81 percent of the time because of a 
lack of spare parts. 

Labor categories - Navy planning figures estimate a maintenance man month 
as having 120 productive hours out of a potential total of 160.   For the observations used 
in this sample, the overtime ran an average of 24.6 to 28.0 percent with a few squadrons 
running a six-month average of 73 percent.   Thus,  160 productive hours per man, which 
includes overtime, will be used instead of the normal 120.   Of the total labor hours inputs 
(W2) observed in the data,  35 percent of the hours were used for unscheduled maintenance 
and 18 percent were used for scheduled maintenance.   These percentages will be used 
later when varying the W„ input to consider the potential labor savings of certain main- 
tenance policy changes. 
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Ready hours versus sorties - Review of the literature, interview response, and 
field trip observations all indicated a negative correlation between sortie rates and aircraft 
readiness.   As the sortie rate goes up availability goes down.   As the number of sorties 
increases the time the aircraft is down for support action (fuel,  oil service) directly in- 
creases and the probability of maintenance also increases.   When an aircraft is in main- 
tenance it is not available.   Hence, increasing the number of daily sorties decreases the 
ready hours, if all other inputs are held constant.   High availability means a higher 
number of flights could be flown; availability will go down when the increased sorties are 
actually flown.   Actual observations of sorties versus ready hours for the F-4 aircraft are 
shown in appendix B.   In this case the data tested fits an arc of a circle of the type 

(X-h)2+(Y-k)2 = r2, 

<V <°k>        <*r> 

where     X = ready hours (RH) 

Y = sorties 

h = X coordinate of the center of the circle 

k = Y coordinate of the center of the circle 

r = radius of the circle 

(a.)   = the standard error of this dimension of the arc. 

In this case the F-4 arc is part of a circle with the following characteristics: 

(RH-140.1)2 +(sorties-206.3)2 =(208.8)2 

(1.8) (3.1) (3.4) 

At the most frequently observed area (RH = 400 per aircraft or 56 percent availability), 
the "slope" or trade off between sorties and ready hours potentially required is .546.   If 
the sorties are increased until RH = 300, the slope increases to approximately .600.   If 
the sorties are decreased until RH = 500 the slope decreases to approximately .505.   A 
linear approximation of this relationship does not fit as well as the arc.   For the F-4 it is: 

Sorties = 44.927 - . 546 RH „ 
(.127) R   =0.444 

The R2 for the arc [(X-h)2 +(Y-k)2 - r2] is 0.580 

The slope for the other aircraft at their most frequently observed level of readiness 
is: 

A-7 .646 at RH =460 

A-6 .395 at RH = 500 

A-4 .797 at RH = 500 

E-2 .658 at RH = 430 
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While it is difficult to be sure of the actual amount of shift in the slope from 
RH = 300 to RH = 500, all of the data and interview results suggest an arc is a better 
approximation of the relationship between sorties and ready hours than a linear function. 
We can be quite confident of the direction of shift in the slope but less confident in the 
amount of change. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

A questionnaire, appendix C, was designed to obtain information not available in the 
3M maintenance reports and to act as a check on the possibility of observer bias that might 
exist in the interviews and field trips.   The questionnaire was pretested on six former 
aircraft carrier department heads stationed in the Washington area.   To increase validity 
of the questionnaire, questions were inserted which could be verified through interview 
and secondary sources (cruise records).   Reliability was checked through the degree of 
consistency between questionnaire and interview responses.   The most factual data — 3M 
records and cruise reports — had a positive correlation with the questionnaire and inter- 
view information. 

The questionnaire was sent to all of the larger Naval aircraft carriers not in shipyards 
for overhauls or repairs (total population 11).   Eight replies were received.   Field trips 
and interviews covered two of the nonrespondents.   The information pattern from these 
nonrespondents appeared to be about the same as those who returned questionnaires. 

Information obtained from these questionnaires will be used in section VI to assist in 
the interpretation of the results obtained from the Cobb-Douglas type production model. 
The key patterns for questionnaire response are as follows: 

a. Question 5 - If 10 percent more aircraft were placed on the ship, would the total 
output increase or decrease?  Two indicated some increase, six indicated a definite 
decrease in output. 

b. Question 6 - If 5 percent fewer aircraft were on the ship, would the total output 
increase or decrease?  One indicated slight decrease, four reported no change, one an 
increase of 5 percent and two an increase of 10 percent. 

c. Questions 8, 9, and 10 - If supply of spare parts support equipment, and quality 
of maintenance personnel were increased by 10 to 20 percent, how would this affect the 
potential sortie output?   The responses were: 

Amount of change in output 
Variable increased Decreased No change"        +5% +10% +15% 

Spare parts 0 3-21 
Support equipment 0 2 2 2- 
Quality of people 0 2 2 11 

d. The final question, number 11, was an open-ended one to indicate whether 
reasonable reliability (consistency) had been achieved and to determine whether any major 
issues had been overlooked.   The replies were most informative.   Three indicated the 
greatest need for change involved the internal ship communications (supervisors unable 
to communicate quickly to supply and maintenance spaces from the aircraft flight and 
hangar decks).   Two indicated an urgent need for better handling of materials (conveyor 
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belts, dumbwaiters,   etc.)   and better shop spaces for support equipment.   Two strongly 
indicated a need for more efficient, trained personnel.   Finally, two would spend the next 
million dollars on spare parts and rotatable pool components to decrease the time lost 
awaiting maintenance action and awaiting parts and to reduce cannibalization. 

INTERVIEWS,  FIELD TRIPS, AND THE DETERMINING OF UTILITY VALUES 
FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

This section will cover interviews and field trips directly related to establishing the 
bounds or qualifying the 3M and questionnaire data. 

Coast Guard.   The Coast Guard Aircraft Maintenance Section stresses a high readi- 
ness condition (the static situation) more than the sortie rate.   Given this emphasis it 
appears that the Coast Guard considers the Navy's planning levels for spare parts and 
support equipment low.   Although no specific figures were suggested,  it was inferred that 
Navy levels should be 10 to 20 percent higher.   Where support equipment of a Naval type 
was in use by the Coast Guard, satisfactory availability rates could not be maintained using 
the Navy inventory model for spare parts, leading to the conclusion that the Navy was long 
on aircraft and equipment but short on spare parts. 

Naval Air Systems Command.   One conclusion drawn here was that an airline-type 
progressive maintenance policy (incremental maintenance following a sample plan for some 
components and on others only when indication of need or failure) instead of the Navy's 
present maintenance policy could save the Navy airwings 25 to 50 percent of their present 
expended labor on scheduled maintenance activities.   In addition, a policy of deferring 
discrepancies not involving flight safety until the end of the flying day, where possible, 
would permit better use of maintenance personnel and shop facilities, thereby reducing 
nonscheduled maintenance labor by perhaps as much as 10 percent. 

Carrier Division Five.   Staff members stressed the need for improved or more 
reliable "yellow gear" (support equipment on the hangar and flight deck) and weapons 
handling equipment.   During the period June to October 1970, CarDiv 5 staff monitored a 
program where an additional 41 million dollars of aircraft spare parts were shipped to 
deployed Pacific aircraft carriers.   As a result, availability of all types of airwing air- 
craft improved.   Readiness of the A-7 aircraft improved the most (up 19 percent), and 
readiness of the A-6 improved the least (up 4 percent).   This suggested that the A-6 was 
already fairly well supported, and the marginal return for additional spare parts was 
small.   It was noted that only about 20 percent of the present AVCAL inventory (spares) 
is ever used on a specific cruise.   This maylndicate the need for a better carrier aircraft 
spare parts inventory model and the need to concentrate more on the rapid turnover of 
spare parts. ~        "~~™—----—■——•»—--*=—_————— - 

Information gathered from visits to four aircraft carriers in the Mediterranean was 
consistent with the questionnaire and the 3M recorded data,  except in the "no defects" 
area.   It was postulated that a correlation would be established between a rise in "no 
defects" actions and the lack of fully equipped support equipment.   Several ways were 
suggested to reduce the loss of time awaiting spare parts.   The brute force method is to 
have a larger inventory of parts,    but accurate inventory control with rapid electronic 
search of own and nearby ships for needed material and a quick air resupply from the 
United States may be more effective than just increasing the inventory. 
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The key personnel on all ships visited expressed the need for additional skilled labor. 
Better trained people are needed to handle maintenance and support equipment.   Three of 
the four felt they did not need and did not want more total maintenance personnel, just the 
need to upgrade the quality of existing personnel. 

The opinion was expressed that the ship's official deck multiple or aircraft load was 
too high to maximize sortie outputs, leading to unnecessary maintenance delays and queues. 
If the aircraft deck load were reduced by 5 percent, the total output for the remaining 
95 percent of the aircraft was estimated to be equal to or slightly greater than that of the 
original situation. 

In addition, it was confirmed that during the 3M period of interest (July 68 to Oct 70), 
the aircraft carriers in the sample had, in general, a full-deck multiple of aircraft 
aboard during their deployed months.   This means that when the number of aircraft 
decreased (say 12 to 10.5) for any specific squadron, no squadron benefit resulted in 
possible reduced maintenance queues, since at the same time another squadron or detach- 
ment on the same ship increased its number of aircraft. 

The response concerning potential sorties versus ready hours was most illuminating. 
If all airwing inputs were held constant, the only apparent way to get more sorties was 
to increase the length of the flying day, with a resulting reduction of aircraft ready hours. 
The problem was seen as:  Can the ship support a longer flying day?  If so, at what cost 
(more personnel to run catapults and tower, reduction of safety, etc.)?   During the Vietnam 
war, shore-based tactical air, such as at Da Nang during the Khe Sanh or Tet crisis, had 
surged to an increased sortie rate by stretching out the flying day.   These potential air- 
wing economies of scale may be offset by the ship or airfield diseconomies of scale.   In 
addition, a tactical air sortie late or early in the day may not be as effective as a prime 
time sortie. 

Concerning the problem of what is the best attack airwing mix, the relative utility of 
an attack F-4, A-7, A-6, or A-4 sortie is needed to clarify the situation. 

Most experts interviewed considered an effective sortie as some function of payload 
radius, delivery accuracy, loiter time, and survivability.   The differences between current 
airwing aircraft payloads and delivery accuracy are sizable.   General agreement could 
not be met concerning the relative utility (X) of different aircraft (depends on the target 
defenses, type of weather conditions, etc.),  since for several situations the relative 
attack aircraft scale, compared to an A-7 aircraft, appears to be as follows: 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Payload Delivery Surviva- (1) x(2)x (3) (1) + (2) + (3)/3 

Aircraft radius 

1.00 

accuracy 

1.00 

bility 

1.00 

X Scale X 

A-7 1.00 1.00 
A-6 1.90 .45 .90 .77 1.08 
A-4 .40 .60 .80 .19 .60 
F-4 .90 .85 1.15 .88 .97 
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Column (1) values above are on an interval scale.   Columns (2) and (3) values tend 
to be ordinal values.   Therefore the X scale is a biased combination of these values.   The 
X is also biased but uses different weighted values.   Both   X and X will be used later to 
demonstrate a methodology that should indicate the direction of the best attack airwing 
mix under uncertainty, concerning the relative value of different types of aircraft sorties. 

Finally, two general comments were made aboard the ships visited.   One, that the 
relative importance between spare parts and support equipment varies with the type of 
aircraft; the payoff of an additional increment of spare parts for the A-7 may be larger 
than for the A-6 aircraft.   Two, there are several ship needs that are not receiving 
sufficient attention,  such as improved internal communications,  improved handling of 
materials, and more ship control of shore training of maintenance personnel (including 
travel and per diem funds). 
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SECTION V 

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM AND AN ILLUSTRATION OF RESULTS 

This section describes the CDC 3800 computer used and the program written to handle 
the observed data in relation to the Cobb-Douglas type production function model.   Based 
on this program a search of the algorithm is traced through the feasible region toward 
the boundary.   The application of this methodology is then described using the F-4 air- 
craft for illustrative purposes „   And finally, the general case objective function for a total 
airwing is described. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The i abstract model of the postulated Cobb-Doublas production function was used as a 
point of departure in forming the block diagram, figure 4.   The program, appendix D, 
was written for use on the Control Data Corporation (CDC) 3800 computer system in 
FORTRAN IV language.   The 3800 is a solid-state stored program, general-purpose, 
digital computer.   With its large storage capacity and fast data transmissions and com- 
putation speeds, it is very suitable for solving large-scale   problems.   A typical running 
time for the observations of one type of aircraft, three starting points, and 100 iterations 
is slightly less than 2-1/2 minutes.   Diagnostic runs to test for near convergence to a 
"best" solution took about 24 minutes each. 

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION 

The demonstration or testing of the applicability of the developed methodology starts 
with the real world of 3M observations in order to determine the elasticities of the inputs. 
The 3M observations liave been edited for completeness, and the units have been standard- 
ized (labor months instead of labor hours).   Finally, the observations were recorded on 
magnetic tape»   The format is in lengths of 120/1920 characters, with the data in 26 rows. 
For the purposes of this section only eight rows of information are used.   There are two 
rows for identification (TAGS), two rows for output (U.., U?), and four rows for input 

(W- to W.).   The other rows contain such information as hours awaiting parts,  labor 

overtime, etc:   the latter information was used in developing the relationships reported 
in the preceding section. 

For the actual processing of the data, see the block diagram from START to step 36 
in figure 4.   The specific identifications (TAGS) of observations were determined manually. 
If the number of observations (NOOB) is fewer than 30, then additional observations are 
supplied manually.   The number of iterations (NOIT) was usually 30, but the NOIT has 
been extended to 100.   Sensitivity of the starting points has been tested over a wide range - 
from .05,  .95 to .95,  .05.   In general, three starting points are used,  .25,  .75; .50, 
.50; and .75,  .25.   The starting point of .50,  .50 appeared to be the one that permitted 
the readhing of a near absolute minima in the fewest iterations. 

With the 30 observations, an initial starting point, and the initial starting point, and 
/ the initial values for W,, W„, etc., the first iteration values for  aQ, a , or , ...a 

are obtained where we had a minimum value for: 
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IF NO STOP, 
► AWAIT 

MANUAL DATA 

STOP 
(INSUFFICIENT 
OBSERVATIONS 
AWAIT MANUAL 
INSTRUCTIONS) 

36 

ON LINE 400 
STORAGE SET 

•COUNTER FOR 
QUADRATIC 
SOLUTION 

SET UP MATRIX FOR, 
REGRESS, CALL RE- 
GRESS.  ESTABLISH | 
IN VALUES OF 
w., ...w4,u1#u2 

CONTINUE UNTIL NOOB = 30 
PRINTaQ,a1 .. .ay 

ON LINE 
STORAGE 
a. b, .Z.. 
ETC.     1 

a,  = S  [,2^-0, (1w1
t-1)]: 

t=1 

b4 = S [^-a/l^^-D]2; 

121 = lnU1
t-lna0 •••a4ln1 w4

l 

422
t=lnU2

t-lna0'---a3'ln2W3t 

SET ITERATION 
COUNTER = 0 

FIG. 4: COMPUTER BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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FROM ON LINE STORAGE 

FOR I=NOOB 
SOLVE QUADRATIC 

i.e., I,«//)2 (a., a1'
2-b1 a*) + 

1w1
t(2b1a1

2 + b1a11t1
t + a1a1'1z2

t) + 

(-b1 a^ 

IF YES, 
PRINT AND 
GO TO STOP 

bial1Zl' 

IF NO, GO AND TEST 
WITH PRIOR ITERA- 
TION VALUES 

FIG. 4: COMPUTER BLOCK DIAGRAM (Continued) 
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T t t T , 

t -2 «'/r^W* ...a^w*} 

See REGRESS (Y,X,B,NOOB) of appendix D for the actual subroutine to handle this 
regression expression. 

Then using this first set of values for a„,a ,a~, ...a' , the updated values for 

,W]( _W., ...0W.   were obtained for each of the 30 observations by the quadratic 
1     1     2     1 2   4 
methodology.   This methodology is documented in appendix D, starting at step 101 through 
503.   At this point the first iteration has ended. 

t t The second iteration starts with taking the updated values for   ,W. .. .„1.   and using 

them in the subroutine   REGRESS to obtain revised values for  an,a , .„ .a-. „   Next the 
t t quadratic program is used to revise the values for    W... .„W,   and so on until the re- 

quired number of iterations (NOIT) have been reached or the values for  a.'s   stabilize 

from iteration to iteration. 

At this point, it should be noted that a convergence problem exists when using the 
real world (3M) data.   As the first local minimum is approached (about the sixth itera- 
tion), the quadratic methodology continues to indicate or show the direction that will 
improve the allocation of resources (revised values of   .W., „W     etc., such that they 

continue to satisfy  W. = .W. + 2W„ etc.), but this methodology does not appear to give 

a precise indication of the distance to move in the next iteration. 

As the search moves through the feasible region toward the boundary, an increasing 
number of observations occur where the quadratic solution for one or more of the inputs 

is of the type     W. = 0 or _W7 = 0.   This would mean that all the inputs are just producing 

one of the outputs, neglecting the other.   Under this unrealistic allocation of inputs, the 
values for  a  and b  (equations 3.11, 3.12) approach a or 0 respectively, and in the 
vicinity of zero the partial series expansion of  £v\k.   has the most bias.   As a result of 

this, the next iteration of the quadratic format tends to become unstable, since now some 

of the roots have imaginary solutions   (S-T) due to this bias. 

Where imaginary roots have occurred, the values of the prior iteration of   .W.   are 

used in order to continue the search process.   At this point the values for I r)a + /rib 
cease to indicate an approach to a local solution, and usually a large increase in the value 
of   jtr\a. + lr\b occurs.   One or two iterations later, and on a zigzag vector away from the 
global solution, the iteration process starts again to converge to a new local.   Figure 5 is 
a plot of values of  (a+b)  versus iterations.   In the case of the F-4 aircraft data, the first 
local minimum was reached at about the 12th iteration.   After that, near similar locals 
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were obtained in the 16th, 23rd, 29th, and 35th iterations.   The F-4 data has been run 
up to 100 iterations without any noticeable change in this pattern,,   Cycling may be 
occurring after the 25th iteration. 

Different starting points have been used and usually they result in obtaining approx-, 
imately the same local solution.   Extreme starting points (i.e.,  .05,  .09) have resulted 
in convergence to unwanted stationary points that have values that are physically impos - 
sible or which do not provide the best minimum value for (3.8).   Attempts to use a better 
derivative value for (3.10) (via a grid of points), rather than the partial series expansion, 
have resulted in a large number of unwanted stationary points.   None of the stationary 
points tested gave a better minimum value for (3.8) than that which was obtained by the 
use of the partial series expansion model shown in figure 4.   For diagnostic purposes, 

printouts were made of all the interim values for W. , iteration by iteration.   A grid 
J      ,W. t t     1   i and manual plot was then made of   .W.   (recall,    .W. = —-j-—) , for its domain of 0 to 1, 

1   3 J-   J      x>jl 

in order to determine where an equation of the type 

T   ~ T    ~ 

t=l     l      i        i t=l 

reaches a minimum. 

As expected, the minimum values were not at the limits of   ,W  (0 or 1) but rather 

from 15 percent to about 60 percent of the distance from  0  to   1 .   Field trips confirmed 
that you never have all of the resources of one type, say labor, going to one output  (U,) 

and none of the same type of resource going to the other output  (U„) .   Unfortunately, 

some reported 3M data leads to just such an incorrect allocation of assets.   An example 
of this is the 8th iteration (figure 5).   At this point we have an increasing number of 
imaginary roots and instability for one or two iterations. 

Figure 6 illustrates a major portion of the localization problem.   At first, each 
iteration gives us improved values for  an,a^t ...aA and   ,W. .   Then, when the mean 

f   u    i 4 i   j 
value of the  W.   observations (W.) is estimated to be near the solution boundary, some 

of the outlying observations have such W. values that they probably "pierce" the hull 

of the solution area.   Once the search has returned to within the feasible region, the 
quadratic methodology starts on a different vector for the boundary region. 

Considering the wide range of different starting points used and the fact that the 
search was continued for up to 100 iterations, it is reasonable to assume that the average 
lower value shown in figure 5 (iterations 16, 23, 29 and 35) is a near convergence to an 
absolute minimum. 
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Boundary 

Over correction after 
exceeding feasible region 

w.'"    (outlyers) 

FIG. 6:  A SECTION OF THE LOCALIZATION PROBLEM 

In this F-4 aircraft case, the five low (a+b) value iterations give the following 
results: 

Iteration 

12 

16 

23 

29 

35 

a. 
J 

Sortie elasticities Ready-hour elasticities 

al a2 «3 °4 1 a2 "3 «4 

.028 .022 .010 .025 1.23 - .181 .210 

.031 .010 .060 .015 1.12 - .279 .110 

.035 .032 .015 .015 1.13 - .564. .075 

.045 .037 .025 .035 .92 - .591 .120 

.084 .064 

.033 

.015 

.025 

.030 

.025 

1.05 

1.09 

- .518 

.420 

.080 

.044 - .120 

Grouping the coefficients together by inputs, we have: 

W, w. w. w, 

Sorties 
Ready hours 

.044 
1.090 

.033 .025 
.420 

.025 

.120 
E     .127 
E  1.630 
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Recall the objective function (3.7) is: 

al   a2   a3   ff4       ii      • ' °T'   a2 ,a3 '    a4 
Maximize   Uj = «0

wi W2 W3 W4    + 'f2l Aff0Wl  W2    W3  W4       ;   Xk ' Y£  ' 

For the basic policy case (X^ Y.), which is cyclic flying operations for 12 hours 

per day and the fixing of all discrepancies as occuring, we have an average ready hour 
residual of 400 hours/aircraft/month, or about 56 percent availability.   The value for 
f„   is   - .546 when  RH = 400; thus, for the F-4 the objective function becomes: 

Ux = 187.52(1W1)°044(1W2),033(1W3)*025(1W4)-025 + 

I -5461 A(3.21)(2W1)1-09(2W2)-0(2W3)-420(2W3)-120 

and at  RH = 400, the R2 = .926; 

at  RH = 300, the R2 = .884; 

and at  RH = 500, the R2 = .913. 

Analysis of residuals by the Theil metholology   gives the following decomposition, 
when comparing estimates and actuals: 

U     ~   .0, bias proportion 
g 

U    =     .263, variance proportion 

U    =     .737, covariance proportion. 

From this it appears the function (3.7) and the methodology for obtaining the coeffi- 
cients of elasticities is unbiased and reasonably specified.   The remaining covariance 

(U )  is a variable that cannot be exactly estimated.   Due to the limitations of the 
reported observations, it appears that not much can be done about the covariance pro- 
portion of this error.2 

GENERAL APPLICATION OF THE SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION 

Recall the objective function for the F-4 is: 

Ux = 187.52(1W1)-044(1W2)-033(1W3)*025(1W4)-025  + 

|.546 | O^l^Wp^^^W^Wg)-420^^'120  at 

RH = 400   . 
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Using the average allocation of resources in our observations, this becomes: 

U1   = 187.52(3),044(95),033(50)'025(18)-025 

+ |.546|(3.21(9)1-09(55)0(37)-420(61),l2° - 262.66) 

= 270.95 sorties/month (5.1) 

If all resources are increased by 10 percent, holding  RH = 400 constant, we have: 

U, = 187.52 (3.3),044(104.5)-033(55)*025(19.8)°025  + 

|.546|(3.21)(9.9)1*09(60.5)0(40.7)*420(67.1)-120 -(262.66) 1.546 | 

= 274.415 + 24.089 

= 298.504 or an increase of 27.552 sorties, or 10.168 percent. 

Thus, for a 10 percent increase in inputs we have about a 10 percent change (10.168 
percent in outputs, or the summation of the elasticities   a»   + a„ + a~ + a. + f_ (a' + a' + 

a' + a'.) « 1 .   For this specified policy (RH = 400) we have almost constant returns to 
scale as resources are increased. 

The increased output (+27.552 sorties) was a result of a 10 percent increase in 
inputs, weighted for the individual coefficients of elasticity.   Specifically, the increased 
sorties were a result of: 

+ 17.319 sorties - due to an increase of 1.2 aircraft  (W.) 

+   0.894 sorties - due to an increase of 14.5 men  (W9) 

+   6.886 sorties - due to an increase of 8.7 units support   (W~) 

+   2.454 sorties - due to an increase of 7.9 units spares (W,) 

S27.553 

Comparing the above marginal physical products to their price or cost gives a 
ranking of the outputs in relation to their basic cost.3   The ranking is: 

Wo (support)     =   Tg Jij >>^  =1.188 sorties/thousand dollars (K) 

2 454 
W. (spares)      =   /^ aw &Aü\  

= 0-357 sorties/K 

Wj, (aircraft)    =   H 2)Ul 2) = °'312 sorties/K 

W2<men> =   (14Q.5K.W0-l32sorties/K 
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Recall that the basic allocation of inputs in the observed F-4 squadrons (5.1) gener- 
ates a potential of 270.95 sorties/month.   This basic case had the following monthly 
budget associated with this potential to generate sorties: 

Percentage 
of total 

Aircraft    12x46.2 = 554.40 74.1 

Men         145 x .466=   67.57 9.0 

Support     87 x .666 =   57.94 7.7 

Spares      79 x .869 =   68.65 9.2 

$748.6  K/month4 100.0 percent 

or          $    8.983 M/year 

Then, if the constraints of the F-4 objective function (5.1) are: 

9 <W1 ^14 

140 <;W2 ^165 

70 <;W3 5 125 

70 sW, 5 150 4 

C1W1 + C2W2 + C3W3 + C4W4 * 748-6 K/month   • 

A best mix equal cost squadron is: 

U1 = 187.53(2.83)*044(88o7)-033(71.8)-025(20.0)-025 + 

|.546 | [3.211(8.50)1-09(51.3)0(53.2*420(70.5)*120-262.66] 

-272.96+16.38 (5,2) 

= 289.34 sorties 

This is an increase of 18.39 sorties or 6.8 percent over the base case (289.34 - 
270.95).   This increase occurs with the following shifts in basic inputs: 

.67 aircraft 

- 10.0   men 

+ 38.0   units of support 

+ 11.5   units of spare parts 

For the constraints of the situation, we have suboptimized the F -4 mix of inputs. At 
a higher level the problem is to determine the best overall airwing mix (A-6, A-7, F-4, 
etc.) to maximize the total carrier output. 
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If the relative utility  (X)  between types of aircraft is: 

Aircraft                 X X 

A-7                   1.00 1.00 

A-6                     .77 1.08 

A-4                     .19 .60 

F-4                     .88 .97 

then the total objective function becomes: 

Maximize 

ex             cc. ct             ot. 
1        „, 4     , „„      ,  ™, „T 1        -,if 4 

(A-7)VV ..-V + <-77tol-08\A-6)'ö0Wl   '•• W4 

+ (.88to.97)(F_4)    ^w"1...^4     , (5.3) 

subject to the limitations of the upper and lower bounds on the inputs (i.e., total of  W. 

[aircraft] <. total space) and a budget constraint. 

However, before an evaluation can be made concerning the usefulness of this general 
objective function, we must first establish the possible ranges that the elasticities (a , 

a.,.. .a.) can have under the specific constraints for each type of aircraft.   So far these 

values have been established only for the F-4 aircraft.   The next section will cover the 
determination of the elasticities for the other aircraft  (A-7, A-6, A-4 and E-2).   Then, 
with these elasticities, the problem of the "best" average cost for an attack sortie can 
be evaluated.   If the ratio between average cost per sortie per type of aircraft exceeds 
the ratio of the relative utility values between the same aircraft, one should probably 
shift the airwing mix so that it will favor a lower average cost per equivalent sortie. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Henri Theil, Applied Economic Forecasting, Amsterdam:   North Holland Publishing, 
1966, pp. 29-30. 

2 
Interview information from the 3M Headquarters at Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania alerted 
me to the sometimes "noisy" 3M data.   To date no high R.2 have been obtained from these 
inputs.   Sutton obtained an R^ of about .814 using one less independent variable and not 
excluding the "noisy" observations. 

3 
See appendix E for cost data for each input for each type of aircraft. 

4 
This is peacetime budget related to generating a wartime capability.   When the time 
comes to use this output fully, there will be the additional direct cost of consumables 
(fuel, oil, etc.) and possibly additional aircraws (if the sortie rate exceeds the planned 
rate).   These consumables and aircrew costs are not directly related to the peacetime 
allocation decision between the W. ... W. inputs.   Therefore, consumables can logically 

be excluded from this phase of the research without affecting the relative tradeoffs 
between the factors pertaining to potential sorties. 

Infra, p. 50, 
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SECTION VI 

THE RESULTS OBTAINED FOR THE F-4,  A-7,  A-6 
AND E-2 AIRCRAFT 

This section describes in detail the results obtained from a series of Cobb-Douglas 
type production functions in relation to the observed data.   Based upon these specific air- 
craft production function relationships, a possible total airwing objective function is then 
described.   Finally, a summary is made of these results to indicate possible trade-offs 
between types of aircraft. 

F-4 RESULTS,  GENERAL COMMENTS 

The previous section described the development of the F-4 production function. 
Recall that the elasticities were: 

"l 
a2 

a 
3 4 

.044 .033 .025 .025 £ .107 

1.090   .420 .120 El.630 

Sorties (U ) 

Ready hours (U2) 

Three samples in all were drawn from the total observations, each with a different 
average level of ready hours.   For these samples the coefficient of determination 

2 2 
(R ) ranged from .884 to .926.   The highest R   (.926) occurred at the most frequently 
observed flying hour policy (RH - 400). 

A sequential F-test of the variables for the sortie output was made to determine 
whether each variable appeared to contribute sufficiently.   The worst case was taken 
(ready hours held constant) to test whether the "small" sortie elasticities warranted 
elimination of any variables.   The F values and the standard F critical values are: 

F Critical value Variable 

w2 

w4 

W3 
Wl 

6.974 F(l, 28, 0.95) = 4.20 

6.958 F(2, 27, 0.99) = 5.49 

6.115 F(3, 26, 0.99) = 4.64 

5.062 F(4, 25, 0.99) = 4.18 

Since the F values in all cases exceed the critical values, each of these variables 
is worthwhile.   The residuals were analyzed for three types of possible error.   No 
sampling bias error could be detected.   The variance proportion of the residual error 
was about .263, and the covariance proportion was about, .737.   A plot of residuals 
indicated some difficulty with outlier observations, particularly from those of squadrons 
aboard USS KENNEDY.   Keypunch errors and errors in the interpretation of reporting 
requirements probably account for the majority of 3M outliers. 
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When the observations were arranged in chronological order (July 1968 to October 
1970),  the Durbin-Watson test gave a statistic of about 2.0.   But when the observations 
were ranked by their relative position within a cruise (all first months, then second 
month at sea, etc.). a degree of serial correlation was present.   The Durbin-Watson 
statistic was 2.583.   This is significant to the five percent level of confidence.   This 
confirms the intuitive opinion that a definite re-learning process takes place within a 
squadron for each and every cruise.   This is probably an administrative expense as a 
result of the Navy's high personnel turnover rates. 

The labor elasticity for ready hours (a') tended to be negative.   But negative 
1 elasticities are meaningless.     For the observed range of inputs it is improbable that 

output would actually decrease with an increase in input.   To operate in other than the 
feasible region (#. > 0) fails to follow economic logic.   Finally, the degree to which a' 

J ^ 
tended to be negative was not statistically significant.   In other words, the hypothesis 
that this elasticity is zero cannot be rejected.   Although this tendency for the wrong sign 
is a warning of possible incorrect specification, the model is empirically preferred.   Of 
course one does not choose just the equation with the highest R.2.   The included inputs 
(w1 to w4) are based on prior research, such as done by Gilster and Sutton, observations 

and theoretical considerations.   The model appears to be reasonably specified and explains 
most of the variation observed. 

Variations in Policy 

Recall that in the prior section the summation of the elasticities (a   +a~ ..., etc.) 

was about 1.0 for a specified policy level of flying (RH = 400). This means that a 10 
percent increase in inputs will lead to about a 10 percent increase in output.   However, 
if the flying policy is changed, what will happen to the output?  If the flying hour day is 
increased until ready hours decrease to RH = 300, then the output will increase as high 

Ul  = 187.52(3.3)-044(104.5),033(55) '025(19.8)'°25 

(6.1) 

+ |.600| [3.21(9.9)1*09(60.5)°(40.7),420(67.1)'120- 262.66] 

= 274.415+26.471 

= 300.886 sorties or an additional increase in output of + .879 percent due to a 
change in policy. This means that a 10 percent increase in inputs will result 
in economies of scale (11.047 percent output). 

In a similar manner, if the flying day were decreased, holding all inputs constant 
(with an increase in readiness of RH = 500), the output would decrease to: 

\}\= 187.52(3.3)'°44(104.5),033(55)*025(19.8)"025 

i no n 490 190 \Pm") 
+ |. 5051 [3.21(9.9)1,  *(60.5) (40.7)"*zu(67.1)* * U - 262.66]     . 

= 274.415 + 22.280 
= 296.695 sorties or a decrease of .667 percent over the basic output at policy 
RH = 400. This means for a 10 percent increase in inputs the output increased 
only 9.502 percent, or diseconomies of scale occurred. 
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If the maintenance policy is changed to progressive, on-condition, scheduled main- 
tenance, and the deferring of flight discrepancies were possible, for batch processing 
the labor savings might be 37-1/2 percent for scheduled maintenance and 10 percent in 
non-scheduled maintenance.   This amounts to an overall savings of 16.9 man months 
(about 10 percent of the labor force) or $7,875 K/month (16.9 x: .466).   There will also 
be an increase in readiness (expert opinion estimates at least a 5 percent increase). 
Using the marginal physical products quantified earlier, this budget saving could purchase 
sufficient support equipment for an additional 4.17 sorties or an increase of 1.54 percent 
in output.   The potential increased readiness might give an additional 7.15 sorties or a 
+2.64 percent of output. 

Thus, while variations in policy (maintenance and flying) may not have a dominant 
effect on output, they increase the output somewhat and change the economies of scale 
of the production function.   Figure 7 illustrates the F-4 production surface for three 
levels of flying.   In this case U.UU = U^LL = UJJ. = U.U- (constant returns to scale), 

U^UJ > UJU£ > UJUJ > uyjj (decreasing returns to scale), and irjUj < UJUJ < U£U£ < 

LTlU'e (increasing returns to scale). 

Figure 7 clearly indicates the different zones of production 
- U'j, UU,  ... U*c (economies of scale), U., U2,  ... U_ (constant returns) and 

Ul, UL  ... UL (diseconomies of scale). 

u5' 
u4' 
u3' 

Budget +30% 
Budget +20% 
Budget +10% 
Current budget (748.6K) 

Budget -10% 

300 400 500 
(16 hours per day)    (12 hours per day)    (about 8 hours flying per day) 

Ready hours per aircraft 

FIG. 7:   F-4 PRODUCTION SURFACE 
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Figure 8 is a composite projection of figure 7 on a plane perpendicular to the X 
(Ready Hour) axis. 

Note: Figure 8 is a composite projection of figure 7 on 
a plane perpendicular to the X (ready hour) axis. 

-10% Standard +10% +20% 

Cost (budget) 

+30% 

RH = 300 

(about 16 hours per day 
fligh t operations) 

RH = 400 

(about 12 hours per day) 

RH = 500 

(about 8V2 hours per day) 

FIG. 8: ECONOMIES OF SCALE 

Sensitivity to Cost Changes 

Recall from the previous section that a "best mix," equal-cost F-4 squadron had a 
maximum output of 289.34 sorties at RH = 400.   The solution was reached after 
W. - .67, W2 - 10.0 and increasing W„ + 38.0 and W4 + 11.5.   This corresponds to in- 

creasing the use of resources that have a high ratio of MPP/Cost and decreasing those 
with a low MPP/Cost. 

The range of MPP/Cost for each input is shown below: 

TABLE I 

Inputs 1C 

Units of cost 

2C             3C 4C 

Priority of 
substitution 

Aircraft W. .339 .312 .208 .411 2nd or 3rd 

MenW2 .132 .107 .072 -- Last 

Support W„ 1.188 1.007 -- -- 1st 

Spares W4 .357 .288 2nd or 3rd 

Appendix E. 
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The W„ input dominates regardless of the cost variation.   The W. input is always 

last.   The other two (W., W.) are sensitive to price changes.   In this case the relative 

value of one factor of production can surpass the other depending on which costing 
decisions are used. ^ 

Average versus Marginal Cost 

Recall that for a fixed budget of $748.6 K/month the best mix produced an output of 
289.34 sorties.   The average cost (AC) per sortie is $2.587K.   But the marginal cost (MC) 
to generate additional sorties by the use of each possible input is the reciprocal of the 
MPP™ /C, which is: 

J    J 

MC.   = 3.205, using aircraft at 2C   cost 

MC2   = 7.576, using men at .C« cost 

MC~   = .842, using support equipment at .C„ cost 

MC4  =2.801, using spare parts at .C4 cost. 

Since MC for W„ < AC, it would be logical to increase this input until MC = AC, 

provided W„ ^ 125 and if the budget ($748.6 K/month) can be exceeded.   Unfortunately 

this factor of production is restricted already by the upper constraint.   No additional 
support equipment can be added, as the problem has been defined.   Therefore the AC of 
$2.587K is the best average cost obtainable within the defined constraints. 

Note,  however, that MC . is only a small (   percent) amount above the best AC and 

the constraints of the situation (W. <. 150) permits an additional 59.5 units of spare parts. 

This means a 16.06 additional sorties or 5.6 percent can be purchased with only a minimal 
increase in average cost if additional sorties are required.   If additional output is re- 
quired, this may be an attractive alternative, say compared to new ship/airwing 
construction. 

A-7 RESULTS, GENERAL COMMENTS 

The regression analysis of the 30 observations resulted in similar search patterns 
to that of the F-4.   The first near convergence to a solution was reached in the 11th 
iteration.   An average of the five lowest (a+b) values gave the following results: 

"l a2 a3 °4 
Sorties (U ) .040 — .043 .032 £.115 

Ready hours (U J   .933 .050 -- .381 El. 364 
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This aircraft sample of observations had the highest coefficient of determination, 
compared to the other types of aircraft used in this study.   The R2 was .9513.   The 
analysis of the residuals indicated the error of central tendency or sampling bias was 
about zero.   The variance proportion of the error was .421 and the covariance pro- 
portion was .579.   Again the Cobb-Douglas type equation appears unbiased and reasonably 
specified, however, the inherent variations within the 3M data does not permit us to 
estimate exactly the relationship between inputs and outputs. 

When the observations were arranged in the order of their occurrence within a 
cruise (all first month, then second months, etc.), the Durbin-Watson statistic was 
2.2490.   Again a positive degree of serial correction was present but not at a level that 
is statistically significant. 

The elasticities of labor (o„), for the output of sorties (U ), and support (a*), for 

the output of ready hours (U2), tended to be negative.   However, the degree was not 

sufficient to be statistically significant, and therefore the hypothesis that the negative 
elasticity is zero cannot be rejected.   In addition, there is the possibility that the 3M 
data involving support equipment is more a measure of assets present than assets 
actually used.   Research by others report similar problems associated with the measure- 
ment of the input of capital services.2 

Variations in Policy 

The level of readiness for the average observation of this sample was 64 percent 
at RH = 460.   At this level of readiness a 10 percent increase in inputs resulted in an 
increase of output of 10.101 percent or 30.63 sorties.   Thus, the summation of the 
elasticities a   + a~ + a»  + a. + ■£_ (a' + a* + a' + a%)  »1.   For this specific policy 

(RH = 460), we have near constant returns to scale as the resources are increased.   If 
we decrease the readiness policy to RH = 360, the slope or rate of trade-off between 
potential sorties and ready hours increases from .646 to .678.   If we increase the 
readiness policy to RH = 560, the slope decreases to .614.   At RH = 360 the economies 
of scale changed from being about constant to 1.059, indicating a tendency to develop 
some economies of scale.   At RH = 560 there is a reverse tendency toward some dis- 
economies of scale. 

Variations in the maintenance policy (on-condition maintenance and deferred dis- 
crepancies are possible) can save about 10 percent (13.3 men) on labor. If this $5.89 
K/month wage saving is used to purchase additional spare parts (W.), we can have an 

increase of 8.596 sorties or +2.87 percent over the base case.   There would be also an 
accompanying increase in readiness. 

Variations in the flying policy (longer or shorter flying day) change the output, but 
they do not appear to change it significantly.   Under constant budget conditions, varia- 
tions in the maintenance policy can increase the output by at least 8.596 sorties or 
+ 2.8 percent. 
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Sensitivity to Cost Changes 

In the average A-7 squadron we had the following Cobb-Douglas type relationship: 

\J1   = 226.22(5.7)-040 (40)° (30)*043 (38) -032 

N0 + | .646 | [9.525(7) 

= 299.06 sorties; 

•933(93.6)'050 (57)° (41)-381 - 302.6j (6.3) 

with a 10 percent increase in inputs, the output increased to 326.39 (increase of 30.63 
sorties or 10.1 percent).   Specifically the increased sorties were a result of: 

+ 19.779 sorties - due to an increase of 1.2 aircraft (W ) 

+ .984 sorties - due to an increase of 13.3 men (W~) 

+ 1.323 sorties - due to an increase of 8.7 units support (W„) 
o 

+ 8.551 sorties - due to an increase of 7.8 units of spares (W.). 

Comparing these marginal physical products to their costs indicates again which 
factors of production should be substituted for another to achieve or approach the lowest 
cost combination for a fixed output.   If the relative ranking between MPP / 

6 (input A)' 
CostA to MPP ,.        „v/Costp ..., etc., changes with different prices of the same input, 

then the direction of substitution will shift.   If this happens,  it can be concluded that the 
priority between inputs is sensitive to shifts in cost. 

Specifically the MPP/Cost for each input is: 

TABLE II 

Inputs 1C 

.609 

Units of cost 

2C          3C 

.562       .374 

4 

.739 

Priority of 
substitution 

Aircraft W. 2nd 

MenW2 .171 .136 .092 -- 4th 

Support W„ .219 .187 -- -- 3rd 

Spares W. 1.495 1.211 -- -- 1st 

Since the MPP/C for W, (1.211 to 1.495) always surpasses all the other factors of 

production, W, should have priority and be substituted for some of the other factors. 

For decision purposes the relative value of W, is insensitive to cost.   In a similar 

fashion, W. (aircraft) is always next (.394) to(.739), then Wg, and finally W2<   All of 

these inputs are insensitive to variations in cost within the ranges under consideration. 
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Average Versus Marginal Cost 

Recall that the average observed A-7 squadron production function (6.3) was: 

Uj   = 226.22(5.7) ,040(40)° (30)'°43(38)-032 

+ |  .646 | [9.525(7)•933(93.6)•050(57)0(41)•38l - 302.6] 

= 299.06 sorties when the RH policy = 460    . 

If we maximize the output for the same ready hour and maintenance policy level, 
subject to the following constraints, 

lO^W^ 14 

120 s W2 ^ 150 

70sW,s 125 

70sW^ 150, 
4 

C1W1 +C2W2 +C3W3 +C4W4 £ $549«65 K/month. 

We have, 

U'j   = 226.22(5.35)*04° (36)° (24)'043(56) *032 

+ | .646 | [9.525(7)-933(84),050(46)°(60)-381 - 302.6] (6.4) 

= 327.89 sorties, or an increase of 28.83 sorties or +9.6 percent. 

This "best"mix occurs with the following shifts in inputs: 

-.35 aircraft 

-12.6 men 

-17 units support 

+37.1 units spare parts 

This "best" mix has an average cost (AC) of 1.670K,   But the marginal cost (MC) to 
generate additional sorties by the use of each possible input is the reciprocal of the 
MPP„r /C, which is: 

W.     1 
J 

MC, = 1.779 using aircraft at JZ   cost 

MC2 = 5.848 using men at   C~ cost 

MC„ = 4.566 using support equipment at   C„ cost 

MC. = 0.685 using spare parts at JZ. cost 
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Since MC for W. < AC, it would be logical to increase this input until MC = AC, 

provided W. < 150 and the budget ($549.65 K/month) can be exceeded.   If W4 were 

increased to its limit (+34 units), the output would increase to 352.8 sorties (+24.71 
sorties or +7.5 percent ) at an additional cost of $26.13 K/month.   The average cost 
(AC) would decrease to 1.630,   which is the best AC obtainable for the constraints of 
this problem. 

A-4 RESULTS,  GENERAL COMMENTS 

The regression analysis of these observations continued to give us about the same 
search pattern as the values converged to a "best" local solution.   Specifically, we have: 

a 
1 a2 

a 
3 4 

Sorties (U ) .034 .025 .048 -- £ .107 

Ready hours (IL) .865 -- -- .238 El. 103 

2 
The coefficient of determination (R ) was .9509.   Analyses of the residuals indicated 

the sampling error of central tendency was about zero, the proportion of variance error 
was about .158, and the proportion of covariance error was .842.   The Durbin-Watson 
statistic for the observations (when ranked in their order of occurrence within a cruise) 
was + 2.220.   Again a positive degree of serial correlation is present but not at a level 
which is statistically significant. 

When the elasticities of inputs tended to be negative, the degree was not statistically 
significant.   The problem of measurement of the capital services inputs again occurs. 
The A-4 is the oldest aircraft used in this study.   Any management support problems 
associated with this aircraft probably were solved some time ago.   Thus, the 3M inputs 
which contained only selected support equipment have few items pertaining to this 
aircraft.   The elasticities associated with W„ are not considered too reliable. 

Variations in R?licy 

The level of readiness for the average observations of this sample was 69.4 percent 
at RH = 500.   At this level of readiness,  a 10 percent increase in inputs results in an 
increase in outputs of 10.170 percent or 33.5 sorties.   Thus, the summation of the 
elasticities (a   +ctn,   ... a'.) is ~ 1.0,  and we have near constant returns to scale. 

1        Z 4 
Unfortunately, there is insufficient information to predict how the slope,  or the trade-off 
of ready hours versus potential sorties, will shift with a change in readiness or length 
of flying hours.   However, it is expected that any increase in the flying day would lead to 
at least some economies of scale. 

As with the other types of aircraft, variations in the maintenance policy can save up 
to 10 percent on total labor (8.6 men).   If this $3.603 K/month wage savings is used to 
purchase additional spare parts (WA we can have an increase of 6.781 sorties or + 2.059 

percent increase in output. 
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Thus, variations in the flying policy do not appear to have a noticeable effect on 
output.   Under a fixed budget, variations in the maintenance policy can at best increase 
the output by about 2.06 percent. 

Sensitivity to Cost Changes 

In the average A-4 squadron observed, we had the following Cobb-Douglas type 
relationship: 

U1   = 255.8(4.4)'034(20),025(14),048(20)° 

+ |.797 | [l7.493(9.2)-865(66)°(70)°(69)-238 - 326.6] (6.5) 

= 329.2 sorties 

With a 10 percent increase in inputs, the output increased to 362.7 sorties (increase of 
33.5 sorties or 10.17 percent).   Specifically the increased sorties were a result of: 

+ 24.560 sorties - due to an increase of 1.36 aircraft (W ) 

+ .849 sorties - due to an increase of 8.6 men (W„) 

+ 1.631 sorties - due to an increase of 8.4 units support (W„) 
ö 

+ 6.455 sorties - due to an increase of 8.9 units spares (W.). 

Comparing the MPP's to their costs will indicate which factors of production should 
be substituted for another.   If the relative ranking between MPP ,. .v/Cost of A to 

MPP/.        gv/Cost of B etc., changes with the different prices of each input, then the 

direction of substitution will shift, and the priority of substitution of inputs can be con- 
sidered sensitive to shifts in price. 

Specifically the range of MPP/Cost for each input is: 

TABLE III 

Inputs 
lc 

Units of cost 

2C               3C 4C 

Priority of 
substitution 

2.052 1.629 1.086 2.851 1st or 2nd 

.253 .199 .136 -- 4th 

.606 .478 — -- 3rd 

1.882 1.507 ' -- 1st or 2nd 

Aircraft W. 

MenW2 

Support W„ 

Spares W. 

Since the relative value of MPPW /C. and MPPW /C. changes with the various costs 
1 4 

considered, then the inputs of aircraft and spare parts are sensitive to costs.   On the 
other hand, the inputs of support (W„) and men (W„) are insensitive for the ranges under 
consideration. 
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Average Versus Marginal Cost 

Recall that the average observed A-4 squadron production function (6.5) was: 

Uj   =255.8(4.4),034(20),025(14)'048(20)° 

+ |.797|[17.493(9.2)'865(66)°(70)0(69)'238 - 326.6] 

= 329.2 sorties when RH = 500. 

If, for the above, we hold constant both the budget ($245.9 K/month) and the policy 
(RH = 500), subject to the following constraints, 

lO^Wj^ 15 

75 <; W2 < 105 

70 <;W3 £ 125 

70 ^W. ^ 150, 4 

and if we maximize output using the basic cost inputs, we have 

U\   = 255.8(4.4)*034(17.2)-025(11.4),048(25)° 

+ |.797|[17.493(9.2)*865(58)°(59)°(87.6)*238 - 326.2] (6.6) 

= 337.92 sorties or an increase of only 8.72 sorties or +2.65 percent. 

This "best" mix was obtained with the following shifts in inputs: 

- 11.8 men 

- 13.5 units of support 

+ 23.6 units of spare parts. 

This best mix had an average cost (AC) per sorties of .728.   But the basic marginal 
cost (MC) to generate additional sorties by the use of each input is the reciprocal of the 
MPP,ir /C, which is: 

J     J 

MC1 =0.614 

MC2= 3.952 

MC3 = 1.650 

MC4 =0.531 

Since the MC for W. and W. are < AC,  it would be logical to increase the inputs of 

these two factors until MC = AC, provided W. £ 15 and W, < 150 and that the budget of 
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$245.9 K/month can be exceeded.   In this case we should increase W   to 15 and W. to 

150 with a revised budget of $275.8 K/month. 

With these increased inputs (W   + 1.4 aircraft, W. +37.4 units) equation (6.6) now 

has an output of 388.71 sorties.   This is an increase of 50.79 sorties of + 15.03 percent. 
The average cost has now decreased to .709.   This is the "best" A-4 average cost 
obtainable within the constraints of the problem. 

It should be noted that the A-4 best "mix" had an improvement in output of only 2.65 
percent, compared to the average improvement in output for the other aircraft of 6.81 
percent. In addition the MC for the A-4 are closer to AC (76 percent) than in the case of 
the other aircraft (40 percent). This indicates that the current Navy institutional review 
process, given time, makes allocation decisions that have a net effect of approaching 
the optimum range where > MC —AC. However the methodology that is the heart of this 
study should offer a way to speed up the "best" allocation decisions for new aircraft. 

A-6 RESULTS, GENERAL COMMENTS 

The regression analysis with its iterative search and near convergence to a "best" 
solution was like that of the other types of aircraft.   Specifically, we have: 

°T *2 a3 a4 

Sorties (Up .035 .050        — .019 E.104 

Ready hours (U2) 1.075 .041        .109 .152 E 1.377 

2 
The coefficient of determination (R ) was .9188.   Analysis of the residuals indicated 

little or no sampling bias, the proportion of variance error was about .469 and the pro- 
portion of covariance error was .531.   The Durbin-Watson statistic for the observations 
(when ranked in their order of their occurrence within a cruise) was +2.551.   The 
positive degree of serial correlation is significant to the 5 percent level of confidence. 

The elasticity of support (a ) tended to be negative for the output of sorties, but not 

to a degree considered statistically significant.   Again we have a limitation when measuring 
capital services (support equipment) available versus the capital services (support 
equipment) actually used. 

Variations in Policy 

The level of readiness for the average observations of this sample was about 69.4 
percent at RH = 500.   At this level, a 10 percent increase in inputs resulted in an increase 
in output of only 21.52 sorties or 8.207 percent.   Thus, the summation of the elasticities 
(a   +a ,  ... a' ) appears to be < 1.0.   We may have diseconomies of scale.   The slope or 

1        Z 4 
trade-off between ready hours and potential sorties is the lowest (.395) of the five types of 
aircraft examined.   The standard deviation of the slope value (.282) is the largest, indi- 
cating a lower confidence in this measure.   Again, if flying hours are increased, the slope 
does increase somewhat, and constant economies of scale might be obtained by such a 
change in policy. 
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Variations in the maintenance policy can save about 10 percent of the total labor force 
(19.8 men).   If this $10.59 K/month wage saving is used to purchase additional spare 
parts (W4), we can have an increase of 5.33 sorties or a +2.04 percent. 

Variations in the flying policy may have a sizable effect on-output, and variations in 
the maintenance policy can further increase the output by at least 2.04 percent. 

Sensitivity to Cost Changes^ 

For the average A-6 squadron observed, we had the following Cobb-Douglas type 
relationship: 

U.    = 197.01(7),035(25)'050(20)°(20)*19 
1 (6.7) 

+ |.395|[11.81(6.6)1,075(173)-041(67),109(62)-152 - 328.2] 

= 262.2 sorties at RH = 500 

With a 10 percent increase in inputs the output increased to 383.7 sorties (increase of 
21.5 sorties or 8.21 percent).   Specifically the increased sorties were a result of: 

+ 15.267 sorties - due to an increase of 1.36 aircraft (W.) 

+ 2.195 sorties - due to an increase of 19.8 men (W„) 

+ 1.430 sorties - due to an increase of 8.7 units support (W„) 

+ 2.648 sorties - due to an increase of 8.2 units spares (W.) 

Comparing the MPP's to their costs will indicate which factors of production should 
be substituted for another to achieve or approach the lowest cost combination for a fixed 
output.   If the relative ranking changes as the prices are varied for each input, then the 
direction of substitution will shift, revealing that the priority of substitution is sensitive 
to price shifts. 

Specifically, the range of A-6 MPP/Cost, for each input, is: 

TABLE IV 

Inputs lc 2C 3C 4 

Priority of 
substitution 

.176 .162 .108 .212 2nd,  3rd,  or 4th 

.207 .171 .115 -- 2nd, 3rd,  or 4th 

.223 .175 -- -- 2nd or 3rd 

.504 .315 -- -- 1st 

Aircraft W. 

MenW2 

Support W„ 

Spares W. 

One input, spare parts (W,), always surpasses the others, and its relative priority 

is insensitive to cost change.   The other three inputs are sensitive to modest price 
changes; therefore, for the range of cost under consideration, there is some uncertainty 
concerning which factors should be substituted to obtain the least cost combination. 
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Average Cost versus Marginal Cost 

Recall that the average observed A-6 squadron production function (6.7) had an 
output of 262.2 sorties at a sortie policy of RH = 500. 

If we hold both the budget ($1,163.7 K/month) and the policy (RH = 500) constant, 
subject to the following constraints, 

9*W.£14 

170<;W2<220 

70 <;W3 <; 125 

70 <W, ^ 150, 4 

and if we maximize the objective function, using basic cost inputs, we have 

U'    = 197.01 (6.4)*035(27),050(28.7)° (36.6)'019 

+ | .3951 [11.81(6.0)1*075(193)*041(96.3),109(113.4)*152 - 328.2] (6.8) 

= 269.97 or an increase of 7.77 sorties or + 2.96 percent. 

This "best" mix was obtained with the following shifts in inputs: 

- 1.20 aircraft 

+ 22.00 men 

+ 38 units support 

+ 68 units spare parts 

This "best" mix had an average cost (AC) per sortie of 4.310.   But the basic marginal 
cost (MC) to generate additional sorties by use of each input is the reciprocal of the MPPW /C., 

j which is- *     J 

MCX =6.173 

MC2 =4.831 

MC =4.484 

MC4 = 1.984 

In this case only one MC (W.) is less than the AC, and thus a logical candidate to be 

increased in order to reduce average cost.   Unfortunately this factor of production is 
restricted already by its upper constraint (W . <, 150).   No additional spare parts can be 

added, as the problem has been defined, and therefore the AC of $4.310K is the lowest 
possible cost under the specified constraints. 
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E-2 RESULTS, GENERAL COMMENTS 

The regression analysis of the 30 observations again gave about the same search 
pattern as the values converged to a "best" solution.   Specifically, we have: 

a 
1 a2 

a 
3 °4 

Sorties (U.)              .092 -- .051 .044 E  .187 

Ready hours (U2) 1.005 .149 — .146 El.300 
2 

The coefficient of determination (R ) was .939.   Analysis of the residuals indicated 
a zero sampling error of central tendency.   The proportion of variance error was .347, 
and the proportion of covariance error was .653.   The Durbin-Watson statistic for the 
observations (when ranked in order of occurrence within a cruise) was 1.495.   In this 
case we have a lack of positive serial correlation but at a level that is not statistically 
significant.   It appears that the time series correlation between the E-2 observations is 
at least different in magnitude and direction from the other types of aircraft.   The E-2 
squadrons are much smaller (4 aircraft) than the other squadrons, and they often have 
external assistance early in the cruise from the E-2 headquarters at Norfolk or 
San Diego.   This outside assistance drops off about mid-cruise.   Thus, it is logical that 
the E-2 learning curve may appear to decrease in the latter half of the cruise, relative 
to the learning curves of the other squadrons. 

The labor elasticity tended to be negative for the sortie output (U.) but not to a 
statistically significant degree.   Again there is the measurement problem associated 
with support equipment actually used which may explain the negative tendency for the 
a'   elasticity. 

Variations in Policy 

The level of readiness for the average observations was 59.7 percent at RH = 430. 
At this level, a 10 percent increase in inputs resulted in an increase in output of 9.80 
percent or 6.16 sorties.   The summation of the elasticities (a   +a„, ..., <>') is ~ 1.0, 

so we have near constant returns to scale.  Unfortunately, few observations occur above 
and below the average flying policy level (RH = 430).   It is difficult to predict, with high 
confidence, how the "slope" or trade-offs between ready hours and sorties will shift with 
a change in the length of the flying day.   A scatter diagram of the few points at RH 5 500 
indicates, probably, that we have some economies of scale associated with increasing the 
length of the flying day. 

Again variations in the maintenance policy can save up to 10 percent on total labor 
(5.5 men).   If this $3,201 K/month wage saving is used to purchase additional spare parts 
(W4) we can have, at least, an increase of .781 sorties or a 1.27 percent increase in 

output.   A change in the maintenance policy will affect readiness also, and this in turn has 
the potential of generating additional sorties. 
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Sensitivity to Cost Changes 

In the average E-2 squadron we had the following Cobb-Douglas type production 
function: 

U     =50.449(.65)*092(20)°(6)*051(30)*044 

+ |.656| [5.2049(3.75)1,005(38),149(80)0(50)*146 - 59.086] 

= 61.7 sorties 

(6.9) 

With a 10 percent increase in inputs, the output increased to 67.859 sorties (increase 
of 6.159 or 9.98 percent).   These increased sorties were a result of: 

+ 4.452 sorties - due to an increase of .44 aircraft (W.) 

+ .581 sorties - due to an increase of 5.5 men (W~) 

+ .302 sorties - due to an increase of 8.6 units support (W„) 

+ .824 sorties - due to an increase of 8.0 units spares (W.). 

Comparing the MPP's to their costs will indicate which factors of production should 
be substituted for each other.   The comparison of the MPP's/Cost indices will indicate 
also if these relative values are sensitive to variations in cost. 

Specifically, the range of MPP/Cost, for each input, is: 

TABLE V 

Input 

Aircraft W. 

MenW2 

Support W„ 

Spares W4 

.088 

.182 

.024 

.244 

.082 

.152 

.018 

.094 

.054 

.098 

.107 

Priority of 
substitution 

2nd or 3rd 

2nd or 3rd 

4th 

1st, 2nd or 3rd 

Only one factor of production is insensitive to variations in cost:   the support equip- 
ment (W„), which always ranks last.   Spare parts (W.) tend to surpass the other inputs, 

but W . is sensitive to cost variations.   On the margin,  men (W?) tend to surpass aircraft 

(W ), but this relative ranking can change depending on the price of individual inputs. 

Average versus Marginal Cost 

Recall that the average observed E-2 squadron production function (6.9) had an 
output of 61.7 sorties at a sortie policy of RH = 430. 
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If we hold both the budget ($655.42 K/month) and the policy (RH = 430) constant, 
subject to the following constraints, 

3.0 sWj £5.0 

50 s W2 ^ 65 

70 <;W3 < 125 

70 ^W4 < 150, 

and if we maximize output, using the basic cost inputs, we have: 

U\   = 50.449(.65),092(23)0(5)-051(56)-044 

+ |.656|C5.205(3.65)1*005(42),149(65)0(94),:L46 - 59.086] 

= 66.58 sorties or an increase of 4.88 sorties or 7.91 percent. 

This "best" mix was obtained with the following shifts in inputs: 

- . 1 aircraft 

+ 10.0 men 

- 16.0 units of support 

+ 70.0 units of spares 

This "best" mix had an average cost (AC) per sortie of $9,844 K. But the basic 
marginal cost (MC) to generate additional sorties, by use of each input, is the reciprocal 
of the MPPW /C, which is: 

]     J 

MC, = 12.1951 

MC2 = 5.4545 

MC3 =41.6666 

MC. =4.0984 4 

In this case, two MCs < AC (W„ and W ), but we have already added as many of these 

units as the constraints will allow (W„ <; 65, W. <■ 150).   Therefore, the AC $9.844 K is 

the lowest possible average cost for this specified problem. 
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TOTAL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

Recall that the total objective function (6.2) was of the type: 

Maximize 
a. 

X1«0W1
1...a4   + ^2aoWl  '"W4   +"'^4oroWl  ' 

a 
.W 

(A-7) (A-6) (F-4) 

subject to the total and individual limitations (upper and lower bounds) for each type of 
input and the budget constraints. 

If the primary purpose of these aircraft is the attack mission, then a best airwing 
mix would appear to be where the following objective function is a maximum: 

Max 226.22(1W1),040(1W2)0(1W3)'
043(1W4)-032 

+ |. 6461 [9.525(2W p' 933(2W2)' ^^Wg)0^) *381 -302.6 ]1 + 

i 

A-7 

(.77 to 1.08)[197.01(1W1)'
035. ..^W^*019 

+ |.395|[ll.81(2W1)1,075...(2W4)*152-328.2]] 

[(.88 to .97)[187.52(1W1)-044...(1W4)-025 

+ |.546 | [3.21(2W1)I-09...(2W4)-120-262.71]]! 

+ 

subject to: 

10 ^ A_W. £   14 A7    1 

120 <; A?W2 <; 150 

70 <; A?W3 ^ 125 

70 ^ A?W4 £ 150 

9*A6W1*   14 

170 s A6W2 * 220 

70*A6W3*125 

70^A6W4^150 

9 ^.W, <;   14 
F4   1 

140 ^ F4"W2 s 165 

70 s „„Wo s 125 F4   3 

70 £ü/tW. sl50 
F4   4 

A-6 

F-4 

(6.11) 
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C1W 1+C2W2+C3W3+C4W4"K: 1W1+*" •C4W4+CiWi+' • X4W4 * $2' 461-95 K/mo. 

A-7      A-7     A-7     A-7      A-6    ...   A-6    F-4    ...   F-4 

However, a heuristic programming solution to (6.11) may not be too practicable, and 
from the decision maker's viewpoint may fail to highlight correctly the underlying issues. 
A good model is no guarantee of success.   Probably the individual aircraft constraints are 
not mutually exclusive of each other.   For example, some of the A-7 support equipment 
can service an A-6, or squadron maintenance personnel working in shop spaces can work 
on more than one type of aircraft, and some spare parts are common to more than one 
type of aircraft. 

Based upon the specific squadron 3M monthly inputs, a "best" suboptimized objective 
function was determined for each type of aircraft [see (5.2), (6.4), (6.6), (6.8), and 
(6.10)]. 

However, it is not certain that (6.11) will expose the best alternative if only the 
recorded 3M data is used.   More knowledge is needed about the degree of overlapping 
effects between different squadron inputs and the total airwing output.   Then too, there 
is the problem of the measurement of capital input:   idle capital is not reported separately 
in the 3M data.   Recall also that the questionnaire data indicated that a small (< 5 percent) 
decrease in aircraft assets leads to no decrease in output (queueing problems on the 
flight deck). 

But the sub-optimizing model (3.7) is most useful at the squadron level, and the 
results from this model offer a way to finesse an indication of the direction to move 
toward a "better" mix of the inputs in the total objective function (6.11). 

Recall that the best average cost (AC) and the utility values (X) for each type of 
aircraft that can perform attack missions have been estimated.   If these costs are 
normalized to the A-7 and the X'/cost ratio (X/cost to X/cost) is established, we have: 

Aircraft AC AC/AC [A_7] 

1.000 

X 

1.00 

I 

1.00 

X'/cost ratio range 

A-7 1.670 1.00 

A-6 4.310 2.580 0.77 1.08 .30 to .42 

A-4 0.728 0.436 0.19 0.60 .44 to 1.38 

F-4 2.287 1.549 0.88 0.97 . 57 to . 63 

The X'/cost ratio column indicates that the relative worth of an A-7 aircraft appears 
to exceed the value of A-6's and F-4's for some missions.   The A-4 utility/cost ratio has 
the widest range and greatest uncertainty concerning its relative worth.   At present this 
aircraft is not scheduled for future airwings. 
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From this it appears that the outputs obtained from the A-6 and the F-4 resources 
do not compete with the A-7 for certain scenarios.   Of course, the F-4's primary 
mission is as a fighter and the primary mission of the A-6 is all-weather attack.   But 
this X'/cost scale indicates the limited pay-off obtained from A-6's and F-4's if they are 
acquired for other than their primary missions.   If we desire to maximize day attack 
outputs, it appears that some F-4 and A-6 assets should be shifted into the A-7 area. 
If we need more total sorties (at a higher budget level), we should, in general, increase 
the spare parts (W.) up to the space limiting factors.   This is an attractive alternative for 
generating additional outputs at a lower average cost. 

SUMMARY 

The Cobb-Douglas (CD) type model appears to be reasonably specified and explains 
most of the observed variation.   The maximum likelihood estimate used to obtain the CD 
elasticities does not appear to have any detectable sampling bias.   The coefficient of 
determination (R2) varied from .884 to .951.   Analysis of the residuals indicated the 
largest proportion of error was of the covariance type.   This is probably due mainly to 
limitations in the accuracy of the 3M data.   Four of the aircraft types observed appear 
to have a positive serial correlation between observations when the observations are 
arranged in their order of occurrence within a cruise.   However, this correlation was 
statistically significant only in the cases of the F-4 and A-6.   In the case of the E-2 the 
serial correlation tended to be negative. 

With the exception of the A-6, the sea-based aircraft production process of generating 
sorties and ready hours, appears to operate at near constant economies of scale.   However, 
if the flying day is increased (all other inputs held constant), economies of scale probably 
take place.   In a constant budget situation, variations in both the flying hours (up to about 
16 hours per day) and maintenance policy can increase the outputs by as much as 
14 percent. 

The aircraft production function for each type of aircraft can be maximized for a 
fixed budget and specified constraints.   Under these conditions the potential increased 
output varied from a + 2.65 percent (A-4) to a + 9.6 percent (A-7).   The ratio of the 
MPP./Cost. gives a good indication of which inputs should be substituted for each other. 

In general, the marginal value of spare parts (W .) surpassed the other inputs.   In the 

case of the F-4 the marginal value of support equipment was dominant.   With the exception 
of the E-2 data, labor (W„) (on the margin) had the lower priority.   This correlates 

closely with the work of Sutton, who established the labor elasticities concerned with 
Naval aircraft had a range from .02 to .06.   The relative priority or the value of 
additional aircraft (W.) was sensitive to the cost definitions but in general the MPP of 
aircraft/cost was not competitive with the alternative of obtaining more spare parts. 

In all cases the average cost of an aircraft sortie was greater than marginal cost of 
certain factors of production.   If the budget of the specific ship/airwing and space for 
spare parts/support are not the major constraints, expanding certain inputs is an 
attractive source of additional outputs. 
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Finally, the total airwing attack objective function was described. An optimum 
heuristic solution may not be possible when using today's data, but an indication can 
be obtained of which direction to move for a better total airwing solution. 

FOOTNOTES 

Gerhard Tintner, "A Note on the Derivation of Production Functions from Farm Records, " 
Records," Econometrica, Vol.  12 (1944), p. 29. 
2 

Marc Nerlove, Estimations and Identification of Cobb-Douglas Production Functions. 
Amsterdam: North Holland Publishing Co.,  1965, pp. 74-75 
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SECTION VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

The key points of the research objectives of this study are restated as follows: 

(a) Construct and evaluate an aircraft carrier production function model in order to 
gain insights into the actual input-output process of operating sea-based tactical aircraft. 

(b) Determine the best proportion (allocation) of aircraft, men, support equipment, 
and spare parts to obtain maximum output under various constraints. 

(c) Within various constraints, indicate the optimum squadron composition at various 
levels of cost to achieve maximum outputs for an airwing. 

(d) Identify possible unused resources, if any, and the possible opportunity costs 
associated with not using these resources. 

(e) Indicate whether the allocation decisions pertaining to the use of inputs are sensi- 
tive to moderate changes in the price of the factors of production. 

(f) Identify the relative "costs" between various combinations of sortie and mainte- 
nance policies. 

PRODUCTION FUNCTION MODEL 

The model appears to fit and explain the variation in the data quite well.   One must 
use caution in evaluating on the basis of a high coefficient of determination.   Enough vari- 
ables can always result in a high R.2 but not necessarily increase the precision of the 
estimate.   In this case, the number of observations is much higher than the numbers of 
independent variables.   The F-test indicates that each variable used contributed to the 
precision and fit.   While the F-statistic is more appropriate as a test of linear models, 
it can be used as a measure of comparison when we have a non-linear situation.   Analysis 
of the residuals fails to detect any sampling bias.   The largest proportion of residual error 
was of a random covariance type, probably due to the lack of precision and operator error, 
or both, in the reporting and recording of the basic 3M maintenance information.   In addi- 
tion to the above 3M precision errors, we have some measuring bias, such as the possible 
distortion associated with the 58 units of support equipment recorded as a measure of the 
total support population.   Fortunately, the marginal costs between alternatives (W^, W2, 
^3> W4) are sufficiently robust that the likelihood of incorrectly ranking the management 
alternatives due to measuring bias is small. 

The net sum of the above leads to the tentative conclusion that the production function 
model fits all of the tested data very closely.   The model is consistent with the research 
of others; all of the independent and dependent variables used appear logical; and these 
variables are supported by empirical evidence which reflects real world experience. 
Predictions based upon this model therefore merit serious consideration. 
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

In spite of the potential limitations due to the measuring bias noted above and the 
problem of recording capital services available rather than capital services used, the C -D 
function continues to show great power.   This function permits the decision maker to gain 
insight into which factors of production should be substituted for each other through the 
general least-cost substitution principal.   The C-D model shows how and when changes in 
factor prices induce further substitution and how the average cost (AC) compares to the 
marginal cost (MC) for various capacity restrictions and levels of policy. 

The maximizing of the C-D objective function for various levels of the budget clearly 
indicates that a better allocation of inputs - aircraft, men, support, and spares - is pos - 
sible at the squadron level.   Compared to the Navy's current logistic review process, this 
methodology offers promise of rapidly arriving at a "best" allocation arrangement for new 
types of aircraft.   For some types of aircraft it appears that a reallocation of items can 
lead to about a 10 percent increase in output for the same total budget.   Since the marginal 
cost for some factors, usually spare parts, is definitely below average cost, it seems 
logical to conclude that these relatively low marginal cost inputs are under-utilized.   Here 
are resources that are not being fully taxed.   If additional output is needed, increased 
capital investments should be made to take advantage of these opportunities. 

Caution must be taken in expanding the low MC resources.   Field trips and secondary 
information indicate that there are other alternatives that will increase the effective spare 
parts and support equipment other than the brute force one of buying more.   Improved 
resupply time, selective stocking in depth for high turnover items, increased spare parts 
for support equipment, and the increased quality of personnel to handle both supply and 
support equipment are all alternatives to just increasing the input of spare parts (W4) or 
support (W3).   The scope of this study was the development of a methodology for identi- 
fying the priorities between inputs, not the specifics for implementing the actual procure- 
ment actions. 

The production function Cobb-Douglas type model evaluated appears to be most appro- 
priate as a management aid to indicate the direction that reallocation should move in order 
to achieve a "better" total airwing mix between squadrons.   The complexity of the airwing 
problem'is of a higher order than that of the squadron suboptimizing issues.   If utility 
values (X) can be developed for common missions using different types of aircraft, and 
this study shows a way to establish the bounds of this issue, then the best average cost 
(AC) per sortie per type of aircraft can also be determined from the squadron objective 
function.   From these two scales ( A and AC) a relative worth (A/AC) index or scale can be 
tabulated.   For the illustrated example, using modern attack aircraft, this relative worth 
scale appears to be quite robust and therefore should overcome any subjective limitations 
associated with a utility scale.   At least this methodology can illuminate the underlying 
issues in order that allocation decisions, at both the airwing and squadron levels, can be 
made with diminished uncertainty.   In the example traced through, it appears that the A-7 
squadrons should be both larger and have a greater investment in spare parts, at the 
expense of other airwing resources for typical attack missions. 

The relative values of the various sortie and maintenance policies were difficult to 
quantify using existing 3M data.   Of the feasible maintenance policies considered, a saving 
of up to about 10 percent in manpower requirements appears possible, along with a 
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resulting increase in readiness of up to 5 percent.   This saving in labor can be used to 
purchase factors of production that have a higher marginal physical product/cost ratio 
than labor, with the result that changes in maintenance policies can lead to an equal cost 
situation with an additional 2-5 percent increase in sortie output.   In the sortie policy 
area, the one alternative that appears sensitive to change is the length of flying day, with 
the accompanying specification of a lower level in readiness.   If the flying day is increased, 
say up to 16 hours per day, economies of scale in the neighborhood or 10 percent or more 
appear achievable.   This is particularly true in the case of the A-6 aircraft. 

There are, of course, transaction costs associated with lengthening the flying day that 
occur above the airwing level.   The costs of extra catapult crews, tower personnel, con- 
flict with replenishment plans, etc., may offset the potential gains.   However, if the Navy 
continues with the new CV concept - a combined attack/fighter and ASW airwing - the 
transaction cost of having the A-6 squadron fly a 16-hour day might be small:   the equal 
cost output payoff appears to be about a +15 percent.   Of course, in considering new poli- 
cies there is more to the problem than just the logic of the input items considered.   The 
decision maker's experience and attitudes toward changes of this type invariably hinge on 
far more factors than can be included in this model.   At least the Cobb-Douglas type model 
gives management another tool to expose the underlying problem of allocating scarce 
resources. 

SUMMARY 

The C-D type model, in spite of some limitations, shows great power in demonstrat- 
ing empirical results.   It appears reasonably specified and certainly explains most of the 
observed variation.   The model can quantify the marginal pay-off associated with the 
various inputs.   While some doubt may exist concerning the ability of the model to indicate 
the optimum allocation point, particularly if the probable optimum area requires an extrap- 
olation of existing 3M data, it is quite apparent that this methodology indicates the direc - 
tion to   move toward a better solution.   If the decision maker moves in incremental steps 
toward the optimum area, and updates his model with new observed data, the likelihood of 
overcorrecting is small and the probability of an increased output per dollar almost certain. 

The potential practical applications of this methodology are multifold.   It is a method 
to increase potential output for a fixed budget, a way of exposing under-utilized resources, 
or a way to model the implications of price changes for the factors of production (i.e., 
all-volunteer armed forces pay rates).   This approach is equally applicable to the airline 
industry and to military air operations - both desire to maximize the potential output with- 
in their capacity restrictions. 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

Finally, this study appears to invite further research.   Further investigation would 
assist in resolving possible uncertainty pertaining to the full implications of this method- 
ology.   Fruitful areas include, but are not limited to, the following: 

(a)   The possibility exists that the tentative conclusions of this study could be con- 
sidered inconclusive due to such factors as sampling error, biases in the recorded data, 
and restrictive assumptions.   When records are available that demonstrate an improved 
collection and measurement of capital, this dilemma may be resolved. 
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(b) Additional inputs into the Cobb-Doublas type production function could further 
limit the possibility of misspecification bias.   If future maintenance records are specific 
enough, candidates for inclusion are: 

1. The management factor 

2. Spare parts for support equipment 

3. Subdivisions of labor - direct, indirect labor, skilled, semi-skilled 
plus civilian or contractor labor aboard ship 

4. Power (electrical, compressed air, gasoline) as a substitute for labor 

5. Shop space in square feet. 

(c) The Durbin-Watson statistic indicated no measurable technical progress in pro- 
duction efficiency between July 1968 to October 1970.   Experience with other industrial 
processes casts doubt on this finding.   An expanded sample over a longer time period 
should resolve this issue. 

(d) As mentioned previously in this study, the research effort was limited to Navy 3M 
information with supporting questionnaires and field trips.   It would appear that similar 
additional research, using U.S. Air Force, Marine Corps, and airline maintenance data 
would contribute to a better understanding of the input-output relationship in this field. 
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APPENDIX A 

TOTAL POPULATION OF OBSERVATIONS 

This appendix lists by actual airplane squadron and ship the total population of 
observations used in this study.   Section IV describes in detail the examples that were 
drawn from, this population. 
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APPENDIX B 

READY HOURS VERSUS SORTIES 

This figure shows the actual relationships between observed sorties versus ready 
hours for the F-4 aircraft as described in section IV.   This represents a total population, 
less first, last, December and adjacent months observations and inputs from the aircraft 
carrier J. F.  Kennedy.' 
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APPENDIX C 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

This is a copy of the questionnaire sent out to eleven Air Department officers of 
U. S.  aircraft carriers.   A summary of the eight replies is in section IV. 
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Center 
for 

  .^^JNaval 
7401 Wilson Boulevard Arlington. Virginia 22209 703/524-9400 Afld/VSeS 

an affiliate of the 
University of Rochester 

MEMORANDUM FOR AIR DEPARTMENT USS 

From:  Project Officer, Air Wing Composition Study 

Subj:  Inputs for the Center for Naval Analyses' Sponsored 
Air Wing Composition Study 

Encl:  (1)  Aircraft Carrier Questionnaire 

1. Background.  The Center for Naval Analyses is sponsoring 
the synthesizing of a composite model to handle Air Wing 
Composition trade off questions.  Part of the problem is to 
determine the relationship, if any, between aircraft 
ready hours/sorties and resource inputs such as number of 
aircraft, maintenance manpower, spare parts, and support 
equipment.  The staffs of CNAP and CNAL and the Maintenance 
Support Office at Mechanicsburg are supplying us with the 
required specific data. 

2. To assist in this effort, request your informal opinion 
of certain deck loads, support equipment, etc., type inputs 
as factors to generate sorties.  Enclosure (1) indicates the 
type of information desired. 

Respectfully, 

,  / /   /  ^    ' 
/' .   /l/^'ftc/'1 
^-CHANTEE   LEWIS 

Captain       USN 
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ENCLOSURE 1 

AIRCRAFT CARRIER COMPOSITION STUDY 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

1.    Name of carrier date 

2. Fleet Commanders/Type Commander's deck multiple 
A-4, A-7 equivalents (strike out one). 

3. Estimate average deck multiple for past 30 days  

4. Assume you are flying 12 hours out of each 24 hours, under combat conditions 
(full bomb-loads, ECM equipment, airborne CAP, etc.) and the problem of spare 
parts and support equipment is not a limiting factor.   With your present deck 
multiple, what is your estimated number of sorties you can generate out each day, 
at a sustained rate?  

5. Everything is the same as described in question 4 above, except the deck multiples 
have been increased by 10%.    How would this change your estimate of the number 
of daily sorties that could be sustained? 

Increase 10%          • 

Increase   5%         

No change -  

Decrease 5%         

Other (specify)      

Everything is the same as described in question 4, except the deck multiple has been 
decreased by 5%.   How would this change your estimate of the number of daily sorties 
possible? 

Decrease 5%   

No change   

Increase  5%   

Other (specify)   

With your present deck multiple, present NORS rate, and at times problems asso- 
ciated with support equipment, etc. what is your regular daily sortie rate (12 hours 
flying,  12 hours off)?  

If  Supply could increase all on-board aviation spares by 20%, how do you estimate 
this would effect your sortie rate? 

15% increase   

10% increase   

No change   

Other (specify)   
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Aircraft Carrier Composition Study Questionnaire (Continued) 

9. If the AMMRL (Aircraft Maintenance Material Readiness List) and IMRL (Individual 
Material Readiness List) equipment were increased by 10% (and this new equipment 
was all operating), how do you estimate this would effect your sortie rate? 

10% increase   

5% increase   

No change   

Other (specify)   

10.   If quality aircraft maintenance personnel were increased by 10% (and you have living, 
messing spaces for them), how do you estimate this would effect your sortie rate? 

10% increase   

5% increase   

No change   

Other (specify)   

11.   If the ship had an extra one million dollars to spend only on items that would increase 
the potential sortie rates on what would you spend it and why?  

Thank you for your cooperation.   Using the self addressed envelope, please return this 
questionnaire to: 

Capt. C. Lewis USN 
Center for Naval Analyses 
1401 Wilson Boulevard 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 
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SUPPLEMENT TO QUESTIONNAIRE 

When components are taken out of aircraft and sent to the ship's IMA for repair, 
sometimes the ship finds the component in question has "no defects".   This causes 
a loss in maintenance man hours sometimes due to limited line support equipment, 
improper pilot write up, etc.   On the average when a "no defect" item is removed, 
replaced and checked, how much total man hours are involved per "no defect" action, 
by type of aircraft? 

Aircraft Hours per actions (leave blank if unknown or 
. _. or type of aircraft not on 

A-6 

A-7 

F-4 

E-2 

board) 

Sometimes items are sent to IMA that are later determined to be beyond the capa- 
bility of maintenance (BCM) due to lack of facilities (Code "2") etc.    On the average 
how much time is spent per BCM item (in hours) before this determination is made? 
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SUPPLEMENT TO QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CERTAIN AVCAL ESTIMATES 

1.     For the time periods indicated below, request your estimates of AVCAL percentages 
aboard your ship. 

Time Period Percentage 

2.    If you have an approximate estimate of the dollar value of a full (100%) AVCAL list 
and the volume (ft3), that it takes up aboard your aircraft carrier, please indicate. 

Value 

Volume 
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APPENDIX. D 

THE CDC 3800 COMPUTER PROGRAM OF THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION MODEL 

Section V gives a brief description with block diagram (figure 4) of this program. 
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FTN5.5A 

PROGRAM ACPP MODI. 
DIMENSION SP(2«3)|U<2»99)»W(4»99)»Wl(99.5)tW2(99,5)»Ui(99).U2<99>, 

•P<4),0(4)uA(5)»AP(51,Zl(4,99)»Z2(4.99),W0(4,99)♦IV<3»<39)•ITAQ(4), 
•MS (22) »WW 1(99,5) ,V»*2(99.5),NOS(6,500> .ABU.SOO) »R(4»500) »S (4,500) 
DIMENSION ORADO) 
DATA (QRAD*.1,.01,.0öD 
DIMENSION X0(8»99)»0(5),DP(5) 
DIMENSION XV(R»99,ll) 
DATA (SP«,5».5»»75««25,,25,.75) 
READ 300.NOOB.N0IT 

300  F0RMAT(I5»35XI5) 
NOB»NOOB«3 
IN«0  S  READ 3l,(IV(I),I«i,NOB) 

31 FORMAT (9A8) 
30   READ (1) ITAG,*S 

IF (E0F.1)   34,35 
35 DO 32 I-l.NOOB 
32 IF (ITAG(2).EQ»IV(1»I).AND.I TAG(3),E«.IV(2.I).AND.I TAG(4).Ed.IV(3, 

*I>) GO TO  33 
GO TO 3o 

33 IN»IN*1 
U(1.IN)*WS( fl) 
U(2,lN)awS(lO) 
W(1,IN)>WS( 2) 
W(2.lN>»WS(20) 
W(3,If\)«WS(2l) 
W(4,lN)awS(22) 
IF (IN.EQ.NOOR)     36.30 

34 PRINT 38,IN   $   STQP 
38   FORMAT(#nNO OF OBSERVATIONS NE NOOB. <».l3»# > JOB TERMINATED.*» 
36 XMIN»10««14 

DO 1 »<«lo3 
N»l 
XXM»NMBin»»U 
DO 2 I»1»N00B 
U1(I).*L0GF(U(1.I) )     S     U2(I)"L0GF(U(2,D) 
WKI.1)«W2(I,1>"1.0 
DO 2 J»2.5 
WKI.J)"    SR(1.M)#W(J-1,D 

2 W2(I»J)"     W(J-lii)-Wl(I,J) 
13   00 40 I"1,N00B 

WWl(I,l)awKl,l)  S  WW2(I,D'W2(I»1>  S  DO 40 J>2.5 
*WUI.J)«L0GF(W1(I,J)) 

4n   WW2(I»J)»L0GF(W2(I»J>) 
CALL REGRESS (UI,W*I,A,NOOB> 
CALL «EGRESS <U2,*W2,AP,NOOB) 
IF (N.EQ.l)  PRINT Ion 

100 FORMAT(•1*,9X,#N».7Ä,«1WI*,7X»«2WI»»8X,«A0*.8X.»A1#»8X.*A2»»BX»»A3 
••.8x»«A4*,7X,«APo».7x,»APl*,7X,*AP2»»7x,*AP3».7X.«AP4*/) 
PRINT 101»N.SP(1,M)»SP(2.M),A,AP 

101 FORMAT(XHO»2FlO. 2tlj)F10. 4) 
DO 3 I«l,4 

3 P(I)aQ(I)-R(I,N)«S(I,N)-NOS(I.N)«0  *  NOS<5»N)»NOS(6,N)»0 
DO 4 I>1,N00B  $  00 4 J«l,4 
Zl (Jt D-Ul (I)-A(i) S Z2(J»I)«U2(I)-AP(1) 
DO 5 K«2,5 
IF <K,NE.J*D   GO TQ 66 
ZHJ»I>«Z1 (JtI>-A(KJ»LOGF<W(JtI>) 
Z2(J»I>"iZ2(J.l)>AP(K)*L0QF(»((J»I))     S     GO TO 5 
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66   ZI (J»T)»Zl<J»I>-A<KULOGF(Wl(ItR>) 
Z2(J»I>»22UiD°AP!,<)0LOOF<W2(I*K)) 

5 CONTINUE 
R<J,N>aR<J,N>  ♦(Zl<J»n-A(J*l)*L0GF(WnI,J«l)/W(J,I)))ö*2 
S(JtN)aSlJiN)  ♦(Z2tj,n-AP(J«l>»L0G?(l-(Wl<I»J<>l)>'W(J»f>>))»«2 

P<J)«P(J)*<Zl<J»I>-A<JM>#<WKIiJM)7w<J»I>«l)>«»2 
4    Q(J>«»Q<J)*(Z2«J«n«Ap(j«l)«Wl(l»J»l)/W(j,I))»«2 

DO 25Ö J»l«<> 
250  AB(J»N>»LOGF(R(J9N)ULOGFlS(JtN)) 

IS1»IS2*1 
DO 6 I-l.NOOB  $  DO 6 JP1,4 
AA«IP(J)*APU*1»»»2«>Ö(J)«A(J#I)»«2 

BB"2»Q(j>*A<J*l)»«2*Q(j)»J(j*l)#21(j.I)»P(j)«4P(j»l)»z2(JtI> 
CC"-Q(J)*A<J«l)«(A(J*l)»Z'UjiI)> 
IF ((aB*»2-4»AA«CC)»LT.0>  GO TO 700 
R1»(-3B*SQPT(T{BB**2-4«AA*CC) >/2*AA 
R2»{-BB-SQRTF(BB«»2«'4*AA«CC) >/2«AA 
01»MIN1F(R1»R2)  5  02"MAX1F(R1»R2) 
IF (Q1.1£.0«AND.Q2.CE.O)  GO TO 500 
IF (Ql.GE.l0ANO.Q2.öE,i)  Qo TO 502 
IF <Ql.L.E.0«AND9Q?t<»E.l>  60 TO 503 
QQ-Ql  S  IF (Ql.iE.o)  QQ-02  S  QO To 50l 

700  NOS(l.N)"NOS(l»N)*i  $  GO TO 505 
500 N0S(2»N)»NOS<2»N)«l  S  «D<JtI>".001  *  GO TO 6 
502 WD(J»l)«W(J»n-,00l  S  N0S(4tN)»N0S(4»N)*l  $  00 TO 6 
503 N0S<5iN)»NOS(5»N)♦! 
505  W0<J»!>»Wl(I«J*l)  *  GO To 6 
501 WO(J»I>"W(J»I)*QQ  *  N0S(3iN)"N0S(3tNUl 
6 IF (AriSF((W0<J»I)-W1(I,J*1))/Wi(I»J*I)).GT..Ol>  IS2«2 

LSW»1  $  IF (     ASli,N) ,GE.XXM.OR.N.LE»5>  Go TO 70* 
LSW»2  S  XXMo     AR(IIN)   S  NMSN 

704  DO 12 Iol.NOOB 
121  DO 12 J»2.5 

WKitj>"WnU-l»I)  S  W2<I,j)»W(j-l»D-Wl(IiJ) S GOTO<12»120> H,SW 
120  XO(J-l»n»Wl(I»J)  *  XD(J*3»I>"W2U»J) 

D < 1)»A (1) S DP<1)-A?(1) S D(J)«A(J) S DP<J>«AP(J) 
12   CONTINUE 

IF  ( M ,EQ. 1 «AND» N ,GE. 10 .AND* N .LE« 20 ) GO TO 730 
GO TO (9il0)»IS2 

730 DO ?3l I«liN008  $  RO 731 J»l,4  S  Xy(J,I,N-9>>M1(I,J*l> 
731 Xv<J«4»I«N«9)«*2(I,J»l) 

GO TO <9»10> «IS2 
10   N»N»1  $  IF (N.GT.NOIT)  11*13 

11 PRINT 101»N 
9    PRINT I05t(NMfI»(X0(J.I)»J«l»8)tl«lfNOOB» 
105  F0RMAT<#1«.4X.*N*. 

• 4X.#T»il2x.»l»»l*.l2X.«lW2«il2X,«lP<3*.12Xf»lw4»»l2X»«2Wi 
••»12X,»2i(2*.l2Xi*2W3**l2X»*2W4«//<X»2'l5t8(7XF8.3) ) ) 
IF (M.NE.l)  GO TO 7flO 
DO 740 K«l»ll  S  KK«K*9 

740 PRINT 105»(KKfI.(XV(J,I,K),J«1,8)II»1»N00B) 
780  IF (N.GT.NOIT)  N«NOjT 

PRINT 105.(Ntl*(Mld,J)fJ-2t5)»(W2(I»J)»J»2i5> »I»liN00B) 

PRINT 670.((NOS(J.I),J«li6),I.(AB(J»I).J»lt4>»I»l»NOlT) 
67 0 FORMAT(•l*.8X.*lM«»9x»*-*»7X«»0-l*t9X*«**t7Xi•-/♦•»7Xi*> NG*. 

• 7X.»  N»»4X.»U 
•♦B)l*,4X,«(A»8)2».4x.»(A*B)3»,4X,«(A*B)4»//(X,7ll0t*Fl0.3)> 

20   X3«0  $  DO 15 I«l»N.OOB 
X1"X2*0.0 
DO 14 J«2,5 
X1»X1*D<J)«L0GF(XD(J-\»I)) 
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14 X2»X2*DPU>#lOQF<XO<j*3tlM 
15 X3»X3* (Ü1 (I) -D (1) -XI) ^2* (U2 (I) -OP (1»-X2) «»2 

IF (Xi|.GE.XMlN>  flO TO \ 
XMIN"X3  $  1NOEX-M 

1   CONTINUE 
PRINT l06iSP(l»INoEX)iSP<2tINOeX).XMlN 

106  F0RMAT(#1  M1N (•»F4,2.«f»,(r4.2»« > ••tFlO.5) 
END 

5.40S ACPPMOOL 

TDENT   ACPPMODL 

PROGRAM LENGTH 56374 

ENTPY POINT?    ACPPMOOL   547?2 
EXTERNAL SYMBOLS 

Q8QENTRY 
THENO. 
08QSTOPS 
Q2QO7U0i» 
Q8QDICT. 
REGRESS 
SQRTF 
MINi.F 
MAX\F 
LOGE 
Q8QIEE0P 
TSM. 
TSR. 
STH. 

SLO, 
SLI. 
QNST.NGL- 

00367 SYMROUS 

ETNs.BA 

SUBROUTINE REGHESS W«XtbtNOOB> 
DIMENSION Y(99),X(99,5)«B(5)tC(5)»XTA<5»5)»XTY(5) 
DO R IaU5  S  CO 8 J=1.5 
XTY(I)rXTX(I,j)=Q 
DO I l=lt5  $  00 I   J=1.N00B 
XTY(I)aXTY(I)*Y(j)»X(J,D 
DD ? T*l »5 %     00 2 JM»5  $  DO 2 K*1»NOOB 
XTX(J,I)=XTX(jtI)*X(K«J)*X(K»I) 
CALL TNVE«T (xT<,S»b,C) 
DO 3 1*1.5  *  B(D3o.O  $  00 3 Jsl»5 
R(I)='MI)*XTX(I,J)*ATY(J) 
ENO 
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5««nS   «EGHESS 

TRENT REGRESS 
PHOGHAM LENGTH 
ENTRY POINTS  REGRESS 
FXTERNftL   SYMBOLS 

Q8QDICT. 
INVrHT 

00075   SYMBOLS 
10A0 

RUN.5«S000 

0 0343 
OO04Ö 

PROGRAM  NAMfS 
1 21403 ACPPMOOL 5*374    l 
1 16304 XFIXF 00032    1 
I 14443 IOP. 01400    1 
1 12555 IOB. 00554    1 
1 12240 MAX1F 00121    1 
1 11412 IOS. 00425    1 

PROGRAM EXTENS. 
NONE 

LABELEO COMMON 
NONE 

NUMBERED COMMON 
NONE 

ENTRY POINTS 
0 77777 SENTRY 
1 12037 Q8QST0PS 
112210 SORTF 
1 12464 080IFEOF 
1 13375 SLO. 
1 14446 IOP. 
1 16250 Q2QL0ADA 
I 16362 I OH. 
1 16336 BCOBUF. 
1 20716 BUSY. 
1 20436 .REPCNT. 
1 16303 QBQLDCON 
1 15467 ETAB. 
1 12364 08QL06F 
1 12256 XMAXlF 
1 12113 ITOJ 

21040 REGRESS 00343 
U262 08QL0Ä0A 00022 
13441 INVERT 6l002 
1?510 TSH. 00045 
12201 SQRTF 00037 
11334 08QENTRY 00056 

76325 
12102 
12266 
12S14 
13367 
1T465 
16262 
H432 
Il726 
2Ö725 
16307 
U300 
12713 
$2247 
12266 
12107 

1 20604 ALLOC. 00234 
1 16250 Q2QLOAOA 00012 
1 13367 SLI. 00052 
1 12435 QÖQIFIOC 00033 
1 12077 I10J 00102 

ACPPMOOL 1 11340 
Q2Q07000 1 11334 
M1N1F 1 12243 
TSH. 1 12560 
SLI. 1 11723 
Q8QHIST. 1 16044 
08QL0A0A 1 16313 
IOS. 1 11735 
ONOOUBL. 1 20742 
IRETURN. 1 21006 
QSQXFIXF 1 16307 
QSQLOOA 1 16043 
EL8» 1 12572 
MAXOF 1 12272 
XMINoF 1 12301 
Q8QIT0J 1 1204S 

Q8QENTRY 
08QDICT. 
MAxlF 
TSB. 
QNSINGL. 
QBQERROR 
XFIXF 
IOR. 
ALLOC. 
ALLOCIN. 
08QXINTF 
Q8N0TPAC 
STB. 
MINÖF 
XMlNlF 
Q8QPAUSE 

EXECUTION  STARTED   «T        1704  -21 
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APPENDIX E 

COST OF INPUTS (AIRCRAFT, MEN, SUPPORT AND SPARE PARTS) 
FOR SELECTED TYPES OF AIRCRAFT 

A description of these inputs is contained in section II, specifically p.       for air- 
craft, p.       for men, p.       for support equipment, and p.       for spare parts. 

Tables I through V show a tabulated use of these costs. 
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COST OF INPUTS/MONTH/PER AIRCRAFT' 
(In dollars) 

Type aircraft system 

Inputs 

ici 

2C1 

3C1 

4C1 

Manpower 

1C2 

2C2 

3C2 

Support 

1C3 

2C3 

Spart parts 

!C4 
2°4 

F-4 A- 7 A-6 A- 4 E-2 

42,625 27 060 63, 800 8 ,800 114,400 

46, 242 29 ,353 69,217 11 ,080 124,107 

69,363 44 ,030 103,825 16 ,625 186,160 

35, 083 22 ,333 52,917 6 ,333 94, 333 

466 443 535 419 582 

578 555 647 531 694 

858 820 968 782 1,073 

666 695 737 299 1,445 

786 815 937 379 1,935 

869 751 641 381 422 

1,080 905 1,025 476 1,096 

Source:   CVAN-70 Aircraft Carrier, op. cit. , pp.  104-109. 
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DEFINITION OF COST CATEGORIES2 

.C. = Cost of a UE aircraft, less attrition 

„C1 = Cost of a basic UE aircraft 

C. = Cost of a UE aircraft accelerated to 2/3's DoD expected life 

.C = PV type of cost of a UE aircraft with discounting (10%) for attrition, 
overhaul and major changes 

.C« = Basic man month labor cost, Navy planning data 

„C„ = Basic man month labor cost plus cost for space 

„C- = All volunteer labor cost plus cost for space 

.Co = Cost of a unit of support equipment 

„C„ = Cost of a unit of support equipment plus cost for space 

..C4 = Cost of a unit of spare parts 

_C . = Cost of a unit of spare parts plus cost of space 

2 
Supra., pp.  43-57, for an expanded description of these categories. 
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